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INFANTILE PARALYSIS; THE CLINI-
CAL HISTORY OF CASES WITH RI-
GID, AND THOSE WITIH FLACCID,
MUSCLES.*

BY WM. ADAMS, F.R.C.s.

Under the term "infantile paralysis," two
very differerit classes of cases are included, in
both of which there is partial or comlplete loss
of voluntary control over the limbs affected.

The tvo classes of cases are characterized by
the condition of the muscles. In the one class
the muscles a-e rigid, and in the other they are
flaccid; and these two classes of cases present

many differences in their clinical history, their
pathology, and the results of treatment.

Cases of the First Class, with rigid muscles,
are sometimes congenital ; they occur in con-
nexon with protracted and difficult labour, the
children being born asphyxiated, and often
thought to be dead ; livid in colour, and not
Crymgr, or breathing for some time. It is often

î several hours before the medical attendant
thinks the child will live, and then some con-
Yulsive seizure frequently occurs.

'The cerebral congestion appears to lead to
subacute inflammation of the arachnoid at the

ase of the brain and upper part of the spinal

Cort; and in the more severe cases, in which
m,,',ental powers of the patient are damaged,
substance of the brain is no doubt also the

-8eat'of inflammatory changes.

'3 ad at the MedicalSociety of London, November
i9 87.

Clinical History.--In the course of some
months after birth, in the class of cases above
referred to, with rigid muscles, various defects
are observed, in proportion to the extent and
severity of the mischief. In many cases, only
a little stiffness in both legs is observed by the
nurse, who finds she cannot separate them
during the washing process as widely as in
other children. In other cases there is a more
general affection of the muscles of both legs, so
that a tendency to contraction exists in all the
joints, and the child is unable to stand.

In still more severe cases, one or both arms
are affected in addition to the legs, the muscles
being rigid and contracted. Strabismus also
occurs, aud the children articulate very im-
perfectly, and sometimes dribble; it is in fact
a general affection of all the voluntary muscles,
and in these severe cases the mental faculties
are more or less interfered wii and weakened,
the children having an idiotic appearance.

Siiltr cases, but generitlily in a less severe
form, frequently occur between the ages of six
and eighteen months, during the period of denti-
tion. and are sometimes ushered in by convulsive
affections ; and also at a later period of infancy,
during the second dentition, or as the result of
some febrile condition. In all these cases fewer
muscles are involved, frequently only those of
one leg and one arm, or of both legs; the intel-
lect is but rarely affected.

ln some cases neither dentition -nor any
febrile attack precedes the paralytic seizure,
and in the absence of any cause being assigned
by the parents, a fall or injury is suspected, or
some accident may even have been known to
occur, and by this the surgeon or physician
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may easily fall into an error of diagnosis, unless
lie bas some familiarity with this class of cases.
This is illustrated in a remarkable degree by a
case at present under my care, in which a
surgeon attributed the paralysis to a fall, vhich
was known to have occurred, and prognos-
ticated a gradiial recovery; wbereas in this
class of cases there is never any natural
tendency either towards improvement or re-
covery. A physician of equal eminence attri-
buted it to an epileptie seizure, and advised that
the young gentleman should be removed from
the rest of the family, and separately provided,
for, as lie would be liable to epileptic seizures.
In this particular class of cases, lowever, no
liability to a second attack ever exists. It is
unnecessary for me to make any remarks upon
the great importance of such errors of diag-
nosis.

In reference to' the surgical treatmient of
these cases in the later stage, when the limbs
have become contracted, division of the tendons,
to remedy the contractions, is often necessary,
even in the most severe and apparently hopeless
cases which occur at the period, or soon after
birth. These cases are, however, unfavourable,
in consequence of. the general nature of the
affection, involving, as it freqently does, both
the upper and lower extremities, as well as the
muscles of the trunk, so that the benefitis often
very limited. Still, by the aid of tenotomy
such children are often enabled to stand and
walk, when they never could have done so
without the operation, and their locomotive
powers . can subsequently be improved by
shampooing and passive exercises. In such
cases it is necessary that the parents should
understand the exact objects of tenotomy, and
the limit to the benefit to be expected.

In the less severe cases, such as occur in the
'later periods of infancy, when fewer muscles
are involved, and contraction often limited to
one or two joints, tenotomy is of the utmost
value, not only in remedying any deformity,
but in restoring the limbs to usefulness. An
extreme degree of lameness is often removed,
so that not more than a limp rernains. In the
upper extremity, when the hand and, elbow-
joint are contracted, all deformity may be
removed, and the band rendered useful for

ordinary purposes, so that the patient may
feed and dress himself, especially when the
treatment has not been too long delayed
without any attempt being made by shampooing
and passive exercises, to prevent muscular
wasting.

In all cases of this class, vben tenotomy
is performed, the after-treatment should be
carefully conducted by gradual mechanical
extension, so as to guard against imperfect
union, as the newly-formed connective tissue,
or new tendon as it really is, is apt to become
elongated and attenuated from a too rapid
separation of the divided extreiities of the
tendon, and not from any failure in the repara-
tive po-wer, which is always good in these cases
of rigid muscles. This, however, is entirely
under the control of the surgeon, who can regu-
late the extension, so as to procure the exact
length of new tendon required in each case.
If in the course of the third or fourth week the
union should be feeble, he can check or reverse
the extension, and retard the treatment; or ho
could increase the rapidity of extension if the
union should appear to be strong, and the new
tendon too short for the purpose required. About
six weeks after the operation shampooing and
passive exercises should be commenced.

Cases of the Second Class, included in the
group of " infantile paralysis," are character-
ized essentially by a flaccid condition of the
muscles paralysed. This is the typical forni of
infantile paralysis-the essential or spinal
paralysis of children described by recent authors
-the rigid class, first described, not having
been generally grouped with them.

In the clinical history of these cases are two
remarkable facts-lst, the suddenness of the
paralytic seizure, which in its most severe formn
is calculated to occasion the greatest anxiety
and alarm, without premonitory symptoms or

previous. illness; and 2nd, the tendency te
spontaneous, and sometimes complete recoVery.
Cbildren apparently in good health, are pût-
bed, and in the morning it is found that o
perhaps both legs are paralysed ; or it MJy
one or both arms, or it may be an arm and

Occasionally the paralysis is complete, involViit
both arms and both legs, as well as the mugCleS
of the trunk.
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In one case at the hospital the mother told me
that whilst ber little girl was eating an orange
she saw one of the armns suddenly drop to, the
side, and from that moment it remained
paralysed. The mother at first stated that the
child was perfectly well at the time, but after-
wards admitted she gave her the orange because
she -was feverish and thirsty. This is important;
because, I think it will generally be found that
some feverish condition usually precedes the
paralytic seizure, and this may explain the
acute congestion, if not inflamnatory exudation.
which takes place in the grey matter of the
spinal cord.

I have seen cases in which a child has sud-
denly lost the use of one of its legs whilst going
upstairs, or walking on the pavement; and in
all such cases the paralysis is erroneously attri-
buted to a fall.

I mention this case in illustration both of the
suddenness of the seizure, and the completeness
of recovery.

Pathology.-With regard to the seat and
nature of the structural changes upon whicli this
remarkable form of paralysis depends, some
authors consider that it has not yet been deter-
mined whetber the cases of paralysis with flaccid
muscles really depend upon any central nervous
lesion, either of the brain or spinal cord. By
some authorities the paralysis is thouglit to be
of peripheral rather than central origin, the
term "nyogenic paralysis" being applied to
it.

As this form of paralysis is seldom, if ever, a
fatal disease, opportunities for making post
mortem examinations, in recent cases, must be
extremely rare, and in those cases in which
such examinations have been made a> a lato
period, death having resulted from some other
affection, when seme atrophie changes have
been observed in the portions of the spinal
cord corresponding to the upper and lower ex-
trenities, these have been thought to be of a
seeondary character, and consequent upon,

ather than producing the paralysis.

Under the head of lesions of motor nerve.
'lls, Charcot observes: "'Infantile spinal

alysis is, up to the present, the most perfect
e of the affections which compose this cate-

ry. The numerous researches made recently

in France, in reference to the spinal lesiois on
which they depend, concur to indicate, as an
essential fact, the profound alteration of a large
number of motor-cells, in those regions of the
cord whence the nerves emanate which supply
the paralysed muscles. In the vicinty of the
atrophied cells, the connective network almost
al ways offers manifest traces of an inflammatory
process. Judging from the general aspect of
the phenomena, we are induced to admit, as a
higlhly probable hypothesis, that, in infantile
spinal paralysis, a super-acute irritative action
suddenly seizes on a large number of nerve-cells
and makes them promptly lose their motor
functions. Somie cellg which have been but
slightly attacked will recover their functions
some day, and this phase corresponds to the
amelioration of symptoms which always super-
venes at a certain period of the disease. Others,
however, have beeri more severely involved, and
the irritation of whichl they were the seat is
transm.itted along the nerves to the paralysed
muscles which, in consequence, suffer trophie
lesions of a more* or less serious character.*
However it be, it is known that diminution, or
even loss of faradaic contractility may be ob-
served in certain muscles, barely five or six days
after the abrupt invasion of the first symptoms.
The emaciation of the muscular mass makes
rapid progress besides, and soon becomes evident.
The alterations which, on histological examina-
tion, are found in the affected muscles are these:
firstly, simple atrophy of the primitive fasciculi
with the transverse striS preserved ; and
secondly,the marks of a more or less active pro-
liferation of sarcolemma-nuceli on somne isolated
fasciculi. The accumulation of fat sometimes
seen in old cases, seems to be a pirely adventi-
tions phenomenon.t

In concluding these observations on the clini-
cal history of cases with rigid, and those with
flaccid muscles, I will briefly refer to the chief
points of difference between the two classes of
cases; and also the points in which they are
generally found to agree.

Period and Mode of Seizure.-lst. Cases of
infantile paralysis with flaccid muscles never
occur at, or immediately after, the period of

* Charcot et Jeffroy, loc. cit.
SChar.cot et Jeffroy, loc. cit. Vulpian, loc. cit.

OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. 253
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birth -the tine vhen the worst cases of para-

lysis with rigid muscles occur. With this ex-
ception, the two classes of cases agree as to the
ordinary period of seizure being from six to
eighteen months-during the first dentition;
but both also occur at later periods, as the resuilt
of various febrile disorders; and both also fre-
quently result from convulsive seizures. The
flaccid class, however, are sometimes ushered in
by a febrile attack, accompanied by an acute
pain in the linibs, at first supposed to indicate
an attack of rheumatic fever. Cases of this
kind occur as late as five or seven years of age,
but I have never known this condition precede
an attack of paralysis with rigid muscles.

Mental Faculties.-2nd. In the cases of in-
fantile paralysis with flaccid muscles, even in
its worst, form, the mental faculties are never in
any way affected whilst in the cases with rigid
muscles they are often seriously impaired.

Muscles involved.-3rd. Gen erally speaking,
fewer muscles are involved in the flaccid than in
the rigid class-single muscles, or groups of
muscles, either in the leg or arm, are often in-
volved in the flaccid class ; but all the muscles
in the limb or limbs are generally involved in
the rigid class.

Temperature.-4th. In the flaccid class the
temperature of the paralysed limbs is always
much lowered, and in severe cases the nor-
mal temperature cannot be restored and main-
tained by any means ; whilst in the rigid class
the normal, or very nearly the normal, tempera-
ture is always maintained.

Tendency to Recovery.-5th. In the flaccid
class there is always a tendency to spontaneous
recovery-often perfect in slight cases and to
considerable extent in the more severe. In
the class of rigid muscles no tendency to im-
provement ever occurs.

Fatty Degeneration in Muscles.-6th. In the
flaccid class, when the affection is too severe for
recovery, there is always a tendency to fatty de-
generation in the paralysed muscles ; whilst in
the class of rigid muscles no tendency to fatty
degeneration ever exists.

Tenotomy and Mechanical Extension.-7th.
In many'cases belonging to the flaccid class, in
which contractions and.deformities of the limbs
have resulted, tenotomy may be dispensed with

when the contraction is of a moderate degree;
and mechanical extension alone will be found
suicient to correct the deformity. But in the
rigid class mechanical extension always fails;
and tenotomy offers the only prospect of in-

provement. Contractions may, howevr, often
be prevented, in both classes, by shampooing,
and the daily use of passive exercises.

Reunion of Tendons after Division.-8th.
After tenotomy, employed to remedy the per-
sistent deformity in the class of flaccid muscles,
the risk of feeble union is from defective repa-
rative power, and not from a too wide separa-
tion of the extremities of the divided tendon, as
in the class of rigid muscles in which there is no
fear of defective nutrition. In both classes,
however, good union will always be obtained if
the surgeon regulates the extension after teno-
tomy with sufficient care.

Galvanism.-9th. Galvanism, especially the
mild continuous current, is of the utnost value
in the flaccid class, and as far as my experience
goes it is of no use whatever in the rigid class;
though Dr. Tibbits has recently found some
good derived from galvanismn of the sympa-
thetic, in the rigid class.-Obstetrical Journal,

EFFECTS OF INHIUMANITY.-There is abun-
dant evidence to show that not only is the flesh
of over-driven and exhausted animals greatly
deteriorated in quality, but that it is in maty
instances positively unwholesome. According
to Prof. Gamgee, the flesh of over-driven ani-
mals is said to contain a poison which often

produces eczema on the skin of those who han-
dle it. If it bas such an effect on the compara-
tively hard cuticle of the hand, what may be
its action on the more sensitive mucc'5us Imem-
brane of the human stomach that is unfortunate
enough to receive it ?-London Lancet.

PASSING THE UTERINE SOUND.-It bas been
said that in certain cases "the uterine cavlty
was directed to the left side, and that the souùd

would not pass." A writer in the Britishi 7

ical Journal says that in most instances th

difficulty bas disappeared when lie has'e
turned the patient over on her riglht s
Where the cavity is directed forwards', p

woman is, of course, placed on her back.

CANADIAN JOURNLAL254
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From Le Progrès Médical.

ACUTE PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
IN A NE W-BORN CHILD.

M. TAPRET.

This case relates to a child who was born in
M. Millard's wards at Beaujon, on the 20th
December, 1876; during the first thirty days,
in spite of an abundance of the mother's milk,
she being a healthy wonan of robust consti-
tution, the child remained puny and sickly,
and presented a rather obstinate purulent
ophthalmia. Although the digestive functions
did net appear to be affected, the face was pale,
the mucous membranes colourless, the fleslh
flabhy, and the child's weight only increased
by from 12 to 18 grammes (180-270 grains)
per day. It was only on the thirty-fourth day
that the first symptom of the thoracie affection
was nanifested, this consisted in a cough
which immediately assumed a whooping char-
acter with expiratory rythm, but withot true
spass: at the sanie time the appetite was
lost, and the dyspnoea gradually increased from
day to day. As local phenomena the following
facts were noted: Sub-duiness in the right
suprtspinous fossa, rude and blowing respira-
tion throughout the wlole extent of the lungs
with suberepitant râles and a few scattered
sonorous râles. During the following days,
without any alteration in the thoracic symp-
toms, the digestive difficulties became aggra-
vated, the child fell into marasmus and died on
the 9th of March, 82 days from its birth, and
49 from the commencement of the pulmonary
symptoms. The autopsy confirmed the diag-
nlosis: broncho-pneumonia of diathesic origin.
Both lungs were cramnimed with tubercles, some
grey, others alreadv yellow. * At the riglit
apex there existed a caseous nodule of the size
of a pigeon's egg .there was found besides an
intense generalized congestion, especially pro-
noeunced at both bases. The bronchial ganglia
Were hypertrophied and caseous. In no other
organs was any trace of tubercular lesion found.
Tc sum up, the case was one of acute phthisis
limited to the lungs and bronchial ganglia,
'vith1 a nodule of caseous broncho-pneumonia at

Îhe ight apex, the whole appearing to have
een evolved in the space of 7 weeks in an

infant aged 1 month. Cases of this kind are
of great rarity. On the one hand the records
of the Société AInatomique contain no analogous
instances. On the other, the statistics of
writers are all concordant upon this point.
Rilliet and Barthez, in fact, say that in the
new-born, and during the course of the first
year, the tubercular diathesis is much more
rare than at any other epoch of childhood.
Such is also the opinion of Papavoine and of
Valleix. M. Hervieux is not less -positive.
If we expect, he says, the very rare cases in
which children are bora tubercular, we may
say that phthisis is scarcely ever developed
before the age of 4 months. Out of 993 chil-
dren on whom this physician bas made an
autopsy during his sojourn at the Hospice des
-Enfants Assistés, he has only met with two
cases of tuberculosis in children under the age
of four months. These figures acquire a special
significance vien we take into consideration
the source from which they have been collected.
To be brief, in this observation of M. Tapret,
the problem of the etiology' remains obscure.
There can scarcely be a supposition of here-
ditary tubercu!ar influence, since the parents
were in excellent health, and of robust consti-
tution. But it is important to bring forward
the fact that the father had had, some years
before the birth of the child, stains upon the
body, and a rather obstinate sore throat. So,
although no eruption was found upon the body
of the child, nor was any phenomenon dis-
covered which might be referred to pox, still it
is impossi4l e to elîminate the hypothesis of an
hereditary syphilis. Moreover, it is known
that many authors, and M. Bouchut in par-
ticular, have been disposed to see in tubercular
pbthisis of the new-born a manifestation of
that diathesis.

Lastly, from what epoch did the tuberculosis
date ? Was it congenital, or did it, on the
contrary, only commence to develop after the
first month, the time at which the first thoracic
symptoms became manifest i Nothing is rarer
than tuberculosis at birth ; nevertheless some
cases of pathisis in the foetus are known (see
Obs. of Charrin; Lyon Jedical, No. 14, 1873.)
Tiis hypothesis appears to be the more prob-
able, especially in view of the cachectie state

OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. 255
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in which the child was found soon after

birth, altbough the digestive functions were
regularly performed, and although the nursing
took place under excellent conditions. We
shall not insist here upon the symptoms which.
the disease presented. They were those of
lobular broncho-pneumonia, with this peculi-
arity, however, that there were not observed
those alternations of aggravation and ameliora-
tion which are commonly seen in this affection
in the new-born when it is developed apart from
any diathetic influence. It was this special
behaviour of the disease which led us to sus-
pect, and justly so, the tubercular origin of the
thoracie lesions.

This observation, it will be seen, presents
great interest, as bearing upon the etiology and
course of tuberculosis in the new-born.

AN EXPERIMENT ON THE DIsINFECTION OF
ENTERIO EXRETA.-BY JoHN DOUGALL, M.D.,

.F.P.S.G.-Avoiding fractions, it am'ounted to
this (and 1 confess the result astonished me):
one ounce of enteric fSces had deoxodised not
less than ten ounces of Condy's fluid; in other
words, there is no security that enterie foecal
matter is effectually disinfected by Condy's
fluid, unless the bulk of the. fluid used be ten
times as great as the buik of the enteric fæces
to be disinfected. In the same manner, I ex-
perimented with a fluid ounce of enteric urine,
and here the result was, that one ounce of the
urine deoxidised at least two ounces of Condy's
fluid.

Now, supposing a typhoid patient passing
twelve' ounces of foecal matter and twenty
ounces of urine during each twenty-four hours,
say for a week, wbich it will be conceded, are not
excessive quantities, and supposing the Condy's
fluid sold to the public in eight-ounce bottles
at one shilling each is used, it follows that two
hundred and eighty ounces -of Condy's fluid are
required to oxidise or disinfect the week's urine,
which, at one shilling per eight ounces, amounts
to £1 l5s.; and that eight hundred and forty
ounces are required to oxidise or disinfect the
week's fæces, which, at one shilling per eight
ounces, amounts to £5 5s.; in al], £7 per week,
or at the rate of £364per annum. Supposing a
hospital with thirty enteric patients,-on an aver-
age, constantly under treatment, on. these data,
it would take £10,920 worth of Condy's fluid
to disinfect their yearly excretions.

ON INTERNAL URETHROTOMY.*

BY W. F. TEEVAN, B.A., F.I.C.s.

Witbin the past few years, the operation of
internal urethrotomy bas occupied much atten.
tion in this country; the principles of this
procedure have been more clearly established
and better carried out, great improvements
have been effected in the instruments used, and
I think it may be safely predicted that internal
urethrotomy will, in the future, attain that
position to which it is justly entitled.

I would firstly remark that I consider niost
urethral strictures are best treated by gradual
dilatation, carried out by ineans of soft instru-
ments; that an operation is seldom called for,
and ought, as a rule, to be only resorted to after
milder matters have failed. I would also
observe that, pathologically, there is no evidence
to prove that a stricture can be cured ; but

practically all strictuires are curable, provided
an instrument is occasionally passed at regular

intervals for life.
Now, if an operation be indicated, what are

the requirements it must fulfil ? what, in fact,
is demanded of it to prove successful i J do
not think the answer can be found in any
English work; we must ask French or
American surgeons. The former would reply
that the insertion of the "pièce d'allongement
is required; whilst the latter would say that a
" cicatricial spice " is wanted. The above ex-
pressions convey, in a very clear and concise
manner, what is indicated. We have to enlarge
the contracted uirethra by letting into it a

splce of new tissue, which is of a necessity

cicatricial. We know that cicatrices are endoNved

with varying powers of contraction; those, r
instance, which result from the clean cut of a

surgeon's knife shrink but little, whereas those

following lacerations contract greatly. Fence

therefore, a cicatrix made by a clean misio

possesses the minimum amount of contractio
whilst that following a laceration lias the ma

muni degree ; and, inasmuch as we vant
cicatrix which will contract as little as possble'

* Read in the Section of Surgery at the A
Meeting of tle Britishl Medical Association .i
chester, August, 1877.
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we must choose a cutting operation, and not a
tearing one, like the so-called "jimmediate
dilatation."

Let us not forget these two following import-
ant surgical facts, which we constantly see, and
which vividly show the relative results of cut-
ting and laceration. When a surgeon incises
the healthy urethra of a man, in the operation
of lithotomy, no stricture follows when the
wound is healed ; but if the same man had been
kicked in the perineum and his urethra torn, a
stricture of the worst description would have
ensued. Hence our choice is limited to cutting
operations. Now, there are three forms of
urethrotomy-external, subcutaneous, and in-
ternal. The external I regard as a severe
procedure, which ought to be very rarely
required; the subcutaneous is only adapted for
cases where there is but a single stricture;
whilst internal division can deal with any num-
ber of strictures; and, as it is a procedure
which is attended with but little risk to life,
it must be regarded as our stock operation for
stricture. In what cases would I operate ? If
the stricture be non-dilatable, or, if dilatable, it
will contract again as fast as it is stretched; or
if there were numerous fistulS combined with
a tough strictu re; or if the process of gradual
dilatation-wersatended with great pain orconsti-
tutional disturbance; or, lastly, if oontinuous
dilatation had failed. It nay also be premised
that penile strictures and those of traumatic
Ongin are not usuadly ainenable to dilatation,
and require to be cut. Having determined on
internal urethrotomy, shall we divide the
stricture from before backwads, or from behind

* forwards ? The answer to this question lias
divided surgeons into opposite camps, and
acrimonious disseussions have taken place. As
both parties have obtained good results, they
have each attributed them to the particular
mnethod they have employed. I would venture
to say that, in the hands of a skilful operator,
equally good results will follow either method,
but that the division from behind forwards re-
>ures a great deal more skill and care than the
othe.r, in order to determine the length of the
uc1sion, for it is not always so easy to judge

ere it shall end. The cutting operations may
two kinds. Firstly, scarification. In

this operation, a number of notches or small
cuts are made into the stricture, but not
through it, for they are not extensive enough
for that. The instrument which makes the cuts
is called a scarificator, and usually has two,
three, or even four small blades. Secondly,
internal urethrotomy, in which the stricture is
completely divided at one cut by an instrument
named an urethrotone, which generally bas but
one'blade. There is a very great difference in
the results of the two operations. The scarifi-
cator merely notches the stricture suiciently
to allow itself to pass through, whereas the
blade of the urethrotome cuts the stricture. in
two, and permits of the passage of a vastly
larger instrument than itself, for the simple
reason that, the stricture having been completely
divided, there is no longer any resistance. At
one time, scarification was ranch employed in
France; but it has, i think, been almost com-
pletely abandoned, as the results obtained by it
were of a very fleeting character. It bas been
almost unanimously and emphatically laid do wn
by French and American surgeons that, to
obtain a good result, a stricture must either be
torn through or cut through; and, as the former
operation does not fulfil the requirements I
have alluded to, it only remains for us to cut
completely through the contraction with the
urethrotome.

An enormous number of urethrotomes have
been invented, and many of them have, I think,
earned thé late Professor Syme's condemnation,
that they 'were "terrible engines of war."
IUntil.a few years ago, Civiale's urethrotome
was, perhaps, more used than any other for
dividing froin behind forwards, and Maison-
neuve's for cutting from before backwards: the
latter instrument hasbeenconsiderably improved.
A good urethrotome ought to fulfil the following
indications. 1. It should, when introduced,
declare with certainty whether it be in the
bladder or not. No urethrotomne ought. to be
used which does not do this, for mueh discredit
has been unjustly brought on internal urethro-
tomy by surgeons employing instruments which
did not prove where they had gone to. Hence,
false passages, and even the rectum, have been
divided instead of the stricture. 2. The knife
should not wound the healthy urethra. 3. The
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staff of the urethrotome should be very slender,
so that it can be passed througl very tight, nar-
row, non-dilatable strictures. 4. The instru-
ment should not only tell where the incision is
to begin, but wbere it is to end.

Now I believe that the urethrotome, as modi-
fied and improved by Sédillot, Gouley, and my-
self, fulfils all the above requirements. In
Maisonneuve's instrument, the groove in the
staff extended through its entire length, so that
the knife went into the bladder, which was un-
necessary; and, as the slit was usually blocked
up by blood or mucus, and bence the withdrawal
of the urine, which formed no part of the opera-
tion, could not be effected. The groove in mv
staff is filled with a closely fitting stylet, so
that, when the wire is taken out, urine will
flow if the instrument be really in the bladder.
Maisonneuve thouglit le had protected the
healthy urethra from possible injury vhen he put
a metal knobor button on theapex of histriangu-
lar blade. Post mortem examinations made in
Paris and New York demonstrated that with his
knife the healthy urethra might be cut in
numerous places undesignedly. In one in-
stance, the mucous membrane of the canal was
cnt in its entire longitudinal axis. Then, again,
this knob on the blade pushed away some of
the outlying fibres of the stricture, and so pre-
vented their division. I have removed the but-
ton on the blade, and protected the urethra from
injury by encasing the knife in a double sheath.
The peculiarity of niy double sheath is, that it
runsoutside the staff in telescopicfashion,andnot
inside-if, as in the urethrotomes of Sédillot and
Gouley. By this modification, the calibre of
the staff is not increased in bulk, whereas it is
greatly strengthened by the stem attached to
the sheath embracing it. The sheath also rep-
resents the surgeon's finger in the urethra; for
it feels for the obstruction, tells him where it
begins ; and, when he thinks ho has divided
the stricture, it assures him of the fact or other-
wise. Lastly, it makes the parts tense for us

.wben we stretch the penis forcibly upwards
towards the handle of the urethrotome. I have
had the end of the staff of the urethrotome
tunnelled like Dr. Gouley's, so that the instru-
ment can eiîther be slipped over a fine filiforin
bougie introduced into the bladder, or it can be

screwed on to the " bougie conductrice," and
made to follow it into the bladder. The groove
in my staff stops two inches from the end; so
that, when the urethrotome is in the bladder, the
curved non grooved extremity is in the prostate
and bladder. Inasmuch as there is never any
stricture in the prostate, there is no object in
carrying the groove to the end of the staff, as it
is in the urethrotomes of Sédillot, Gouley and
Maisonneuve. The conduicting bougie is of
great value ; for in some cases it is impossible
to introduce the urethrotome, not because the
stricture is so tight, but because the passage is
so tortuous. If, however, the bougie be first
passed, and the staff of the urethrotome be
screwed on to it, it will follow the former into
the bladder. This procedure must be conducted
very slowly, otherwise the bougie may be
doubled up if the urethrotome be pushed too
quickly after it. When the instrument is
apparently in the bladder, I withdraw the stylet
to verify its position. If urine flow, i operate;
if it do not, I withdraw the urethrotome and
try again another day. Supposing, however,

that the urine escapes, I stand on the right of

the patient, and take the kr'fe enclosed in its

double sheath, and, protruding the former a
little, I insert it into the groove of the staff, and
immediately slip the double sheath over and

outside the staff. I then withdraw the knife
within the sheath, and, clutching hold of the
penis just behind the gland, I draw it forcibly
towards the handle of the urethrotome, which is
held by an assistant standing opposite me'; and
with the right hand push the stem of the
sheathed knife slowly down the urethra till it
arrives at the obstruction, against which I keep

it'steadily pressed. By these two maneuvres,
I have ensured that the stricture is made

perfectly tense, so that it can be cleanly and

completely divided. I now protrude the knife

for half an inch, knowing that that is the min

mui cut required to divide even a ring-stricture
no thicker than a thread. The knife is. then
withdrawn into its sheatb, which is pushed

forwards to see if the stricture be comp
divided or not. If it be not, the proc

repeated, each cut being half an inch lon

everything is cat. I generally divide the

tured urethra in the i-oof, as I think tt h
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best situation, for the bulb is thereby avoided.
If the surgeon prefer, however, to cut the floor
of the canal, all be has to do, when he has
passed the staff o! the urethrotome, is to reverse
the instrument, so that its point is turned be-
hind the prostate, as in lithotrity. The ure-
throtome can be made with a lateral or inferior
blade, if desired. As soon as I have ascertained
that the canal is perfectly free from one end to
the other, I withdraw the instrument and intro-
duce a No. 25 silver catheter, for the purpose of
demonstrating that the urethra has been re-
stored to its normal calibre and to completely
empty the patient's bladder. By ensuring that
the bladder is empty, the patient can go for
some four or six hours without wanting to niake
water, by which time the wound will be cov-
ered with a firm clot, and the pain in mictu-
rition b)e considerably diminished.

I do not leave any catheter in the bladder
after the operation, and I allow the patient to
pass bis urine naturally. I believe I was the
the first surgeon in this country to dispense
with the use of the catheter after the operation.
If there be one practice more persistently in-
sisted on than another in English surgical
works, it is that of the necessity of the use of
the catheter after urethrotomy, the instrument
to be either left in the bladder or else employed
to draw off the patient's urine; and the writers
point out the disastrous consequences which will
take place, in the shape of abscess, fistula, or
infiltration of urine, if the practice be not ob-
served. To Dr. Gouley of New York belongs
the credit of having shown the utter groundless-
ness of the surgeon's fears.

After the operation, I am in no hurry
to commence the passing of instruments,
Usually waiting tili the fourth day, and not
introducing them oftener than twice a week.
At the end of ten days, I begin to teach the
Patient howv to pass a catheter for himself, and
ordler him to do so every Saturday niglit till
further orders. By passing a large No. 25
bougie or catheter several times after the ope-
aition, the insertion of a good "cicatricial splice"
,49uaranteed.

Now as to results. I have operated in all
<Y9U thirty.three cases, all of them of the worst

ption, and for that reason relegated to the

operation, without a single death. In one
instauce, the urethra was so indurated in its
entire length that I left in a catheter after the
operation, to set up urethritis, and so lessen the
thickening. The inflammation was, however,
more than I desired; and abscess, followed by
fistula, ensued. The case ultimately got quite
well. In one case only had I troublesome
bleeding. It proceeded from the meatus, which
I had divided, and was a hint to me for the
future not to eut the meatus at the same tirme
as the stricture, but several days before. As a
rule, not more than a dessertspoonful of blood
escapes either at or after the operation. Sec-
ondary hoemorrhage I have never seen. Rigors
occurred in about two-thirds of my cases. I
look upon them as entirely nervous and of no
importance. It is stated in books that rigors are
due to the passage of the urine over the wound.
This, however, cannot be the correct explana-
tion ; for, unless pyoemie, they are never seen
after lithotomy or external urethrotomy. I
look upon rigors after internal urethrotomny as
caused by the sudden stretching of the nerves
in the wound through the' distension -of the
canal by the urine. In three of my earlier
cases, I had to repeat the operation, as my in-
cisions had not been sufdiciently free. I am
sure that every one who performs the operation
will be pleased with the soft supple cicatrix
which follows it, so different from the rough,
tough, irregular cicatrix which forms the so
called "immediate treatment," which is neither
more nor Jess than absolute laceration, not
always of the tougih stricture, but sometimes of
the unoffending healthy urethra, where, as

elsewhere, " the weaker goes to the wal"
Now for statistics. I think they will be

found to be eminently satisfactory, and will
carry conviction. They are the largest, I
believe, which have ever been placed before the
profession, and show what internal urethrotomy
can accomplish. No other operation for stricture
with which I am acquainted can produce such
favourable results. I consider that no opera-
tion can be performed on the urethra -without a
certain amount of risk ; but how sligbt that
risk is you will immediately see. I find
by examination that the operation has been
performed by six surgeons in London, Paris,
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Mobile, and New York, one thousand and
ninety-five times, with but ten deaths; and
there would probably have been two deaths
less had it not been for the crowded state of
the wards in the Necker Hospital during the
Commune.

In conclusion, gentlemen, let me say that the
experience of a solitary surgeon may be mis-
leading, but that the conclusions 'which must
be arrived at from the overwhelming mass of
figures which I have placed before you loudly

proclaim that the operation of internal urethrot-
omy claims your consideration and demands
your support.-British iledical Journal.

SUBCUTANEOUS EXTRA-ARTICULAR
OSTEOTOMY FOR GENU VALGUM.

The operation to which this name has been

given was performed for the first time on Friday
last, 31May .17th, at the East London Hospital for
Children, by Mr. Reeves, in the presence of
several foreign surgeons. Its object, which was
thoroughly obtained, is to improve on the
muethod of operating on cases of knock-knee
devised and executed by Dr. A. Ogston of
Aberdeen ; and our object in calling àttention to
it at this early stage is to induce surgeons to
give it that trial and preference which a less
severe and equally efficient operation must
àlaim. We give the substance of Mr. Reeves's
observations before the operation. In Dr.
Ogston's operation, the knee-joint is entered by
the tenotome or scalpel, a fine saw is introduced
along the knife-track, and the internal condyle
is sawn off. This proceeding has now been
done about thirty times antiseptically; and the
results have been, on the whole, very encourag-
ing ; yet we have heard of a few cases in which
synovitis, followed by severe constitutional dis-
turbance and ending in ankylosis, has occurred.
It was to avoid, if possible, these .unnecessary
complications, that Mr. Reeves thought of the
extra-articular method. A scalpel, previously
dipped in carbolised oil, was introduced obli-
quely just above the inner tuberosity, and the
soft parts and periosteum were divided; by the
side of the knife, a chisel, also dipped in
caibolised oil, vas introduced, and the internal
condyle'searated as/far as the cartilage only;

and, the chisel being then used as a lever, the
condyle was prised inwards till it was felt to
move moderately freely. The limb was then
forcibly straightened by Mr. Cesar and Mr.
Parker ; a pad of lint dipped in carbolised oil
was put over the small aperture ; and a long
splint, interrupted at the knee, and with a cross-
piece at the foot to keep it steady, was adjusted
to the straightened limb. As the condyle
differs in shape and depth, it is of course neces-
sary to be aceurate in chiselling; and, to guide
him, Mr. Reeves previously marked out with
ink on the skin not only the contour of the con-
dyle, but also the direction of the chisel-cut.

The greatest depth of the condyle was marked
on the chisel, allowance being made for the
thickness of the cartilage and of the soft parts;
the chisel was then driven hume till the mark
on it nearly reached the skin. The condyle
having beeen first penetrated in its greatest
depth, the chisel was partially withdrawn; its
direction was altered, first forwards, then back-
wards; and, with a few oblique touches, due
allowance being made for the varying depths,the
condyle was felt to be sufficiently loose, when
the instrument was withdrawn and the knee
straightened. The joint was not entered; no
synovia escaped; and the feeling of resistance
to the chisel was not at any time overcome.
Had this been the case, the joint must bave

been opened. It miglit, à priori, be thought
that the uncut cartilage, with perhaps some

slight uncut bony bridges, would either interfere
with the reduction of the deformity or would

only yield after being broken. The result so

far, in this case, does not confirm these objec-
tions, if they be serious objections. Experiment

and experience must determine the matter l

the case of adults ; but in %children, in whom'
the condyles are not completely ossified, and
what bone there is in the young cancellou.S

tissue is soft and pliable, these objections do

not hold. But, even if the cartilage were te

fracture, or even if the joint were entered-say

purposely-with the chisel, the proceeding
would not be so severe as if done with a>.

Another modification in this operation

noteworthy. It has been said that the int

condyle was separated. It is more corte

say that the greater part of it as
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separated ; that is to say, that the chisel-cut did
not dxtend to the intercondylar groove, but
only to its inner side. The aim of this is to

preserve some p xrt of the iner condyle, which.
may grow, and thus obviate any possible future
genu extrorsu7i which may be the consequence
of the incrcased growth of the external condyle.
.All these operations, which may be ternaed
rapid as contradistinguished from the older
methods of splinting and tenotomy, when
necessary, are too young to admit of any dog-
matic statenients about theni ; but in the mean-
tine we should adopt that method which is
effectual and least risky. Delore's, Ogston's,
Max Schede's, Annandale's, and Macewen's,
and the one just described, have all the same
object with regard to this deformity; but the
methods of executing it differ. One, by brise-
ment forcé, separates the upper tibial epiphysis;
another removes a wedge from the upper part
of the tibia ; another attacks the femur ; and yet
another renoves a wedge from the internal con-
dyle. Ogston's method and this agree in prin-
ciple, but differ in execution and severity.
The advantages of the extra-articular method

'seema to be, greater rapidity of execution,
rendering it more strictly subcutaneous ; much
less damage to the bone, cartilage, and soft
parts; no interference with the knee-joint; and,
as, the. condyle is not completely separated,
there is less likelihood of subsequent non-union
and necrosis. Agyain, the ,ies iting joint-surface
will be more regular; and, by leaving a part of
the condyle, the probability of a genu extrorsum
is much dininished. Then there should be no
difficulty with the case. As soon as the condyle
has beconie firmly attached in its new position,
the stiffness will only be due to having kept
the knee fixed for some weeks-say five-and

ot to ankylosis, which lias to be overcome
frequent passive motions under arsthetics.

In, the present case, it was endeavoured to
ake the section on the distal side of the line

of junction of the epiphysal éartilage. This is
considered important with refèrence to the
future growth of the inner side of the femur.

he operation was not antiseptic in the Listerian
se it was carried out in the same way as

mneten other osteotomies (five femora, ten
and four fibule) by the sare 9Qeaator;

and, as in these cases everything progressed as
could be wished, no additional precaution was
deemed necessary. Even this operation of
minimum severity Mr. Reeves would at present
confine to those cases of overgrowth of the
internal condyle in which the older methods
are not applicable or have failed ; but, as soon
as experience shall have taught that there is
nothing to counterbalance its many advantages,
he svould not hesitate to recommend and adopt
it as the first means in the more severe cases of
this deformity. Expeansive and somewhat
cumbrous apparatus becomes necessary after
tenotomy, etc. ; and they will not be needed in
the case of surgically displaced condyle, the
cause of the deformity-i. e., the overgrown
condyle-being put in proper position. It
should, in conclusion, be stated that there lias
been no rise in pulse or temperature, and only
such local pain as night naturally be expected.
-British Medical Journal.

IMPROVED METIIOD oF TAXIs IN RERNIA.-
Dr. Hildebrand 'describes, in the Allg. ifed.
Central Zeitung, April 20th, a method of taxis,
which, he says, is nearly always successful.
When the hernia is on the right side, the sur-
geon places iinself on the patient's lefü, takes
the hernial sack in his left hand and moves it
in all directions, at the same tine drawing it
from the body, while his right hand impresses a
series of movements on the abdominal wall,
pressing it froma the right toward the left side of
the patient; then, by grasping with the right
hand deep in the hernial cavity, the impacted
link of intîstine can generally be caught and
vithdrawn. The action is reversed when the

hernia is on the riglit side. Of course,
a proper position and the use of aniesthetics
are understood.

NEW MODE OF TREATING VARICOCELE.-I
find the following simple procedure an efficient
nethod of treating varicocele. Pass a long
and strong hare-lip pin between the* veins and
the scrotal. walls, bringing the point of the pin
close beneath, but not through, the scrotum ;
then make the point retrace its course, but pass-
ing now behind tie veins, until it emerges near
the p)uncture through which it entered. In a
word, by employing that form of acupressure
knoavn in the berdeen School as the method of
retro.ltîsion, a varicocole may be effectually
conipressed and the veins obliterated.-S.
MESSENGER DRADLEY, Manchester.--Brit. ffed.
Jour.
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TBE TREATMENT OF SORE NIPPLES.

The measures recommended from ancient
times to the present for the treatment of sore
nipples are past enumeration, and yet there is
nothing which may be employed with absolute
certainty. On this account the author takes
occasion to report the following cases in which
lie Las used carbolic acid "with 'so direct and
striking results" that Le deems it his duty to
recommend this agent in the affection under
consideration.

1. Frau S., confined for the first time in
August, 1876. On the third day she presented
upon the right nipple several fissures and two
vesicles which were very painful upon nursing
the child. The fissures were cauterized and
vesicles opened with the nitrate of silver pencil.
After lead-water applications wero made and
less often applications of the child to the
affected side was enjoined. In spite of this
careful, thorough treatment two painful weeks
passed away before the nipple was completely
healed.

Early in October, 1877, the woman was
delivered the second time. She must Lave
suspended nursing after about five months on
account of the new conception. This time she
showed on the third day after birth, upon both
nipples several vesicles as well as several
fissures. The vesicles were emptied and all
sore places were again touched with the nitrate
of silver pencil. The pain upon the application
of the child was diininished so little that in the
evening,-an attempt was made to protect the
breast with a rubber nipple shield, but this was
rejected. The next day the fissures were
enlarged, very red and, like the borders of the
vesicles, bleeding easily. An experiment with
carbolic acid was now determind.upon. Appli-
cations of a 5 per cent. solution were employed,
-which were reneiwed every 2 or 3 hours. Of
course before every nursing the breast was
carefully cleansed in order to prevent any
taking up of the acid by the child.

The solution was tepid, a clean linen cloth
was mioistened with it and laid upon the nipple.
Directly after the first application the pain
abated and it did not increase- when the child

was put to the previously carefully cleaused
part. The next day the fissures were smaller
and paler, the eschar gone and after two days'
longer use of the solution healing was complete.
No more pain was feit in the breast from nursing.

2. Several weeks after the above a lying-in
woman presented, both of whose nipples were
sore. The nipples were well projected and of
normal size. Upon the surface of the right
there were two fissures and upon the left one
fissure, about four mm. long and 2 mm. deep,
the left arising from a burst vesicle with a
superficial eschar upon the skin of tho nipples.
This was treated in the same manner, but with
only a two per cent. solution renewed every two
hours. After probably two hours the child was
again applied, the left nipple manifested far less
sensibility but the right was yet painful. The
application of the solution vas continued.
Although it was not made regularly the next
niglit, the sucking and grasping of the child of
the left nipple was entirely painless. The right,
on the contrary, had been much more painful
since the day before. Upon inspection the
fissures were found decreased in size and paler.
Notwithstanding the irregular employment of
the solution the pain was eased in the right
nippie during the course of the day and the
woman was able to nurse without the least
annoyance. Eight days afterward there was
experienced a new pain of violent character in
the right nipple which was later ascertained to
proceed froin a small recently formed fissure.
One application of a five per cent. solution of
carbolic acid was made. At first it excited
somewhat severe smarting, but it sufficed to
render completely painless the next nursing of
the child and in -two days the fissure had
disappeared.

"Earlier experience has shown me," says the
author, "that fissures, excoriations and sm2ali
ulcers of the nipples treated with other agents,
as nitrate of silver, tannin, acetate of lead, etc.

are not much benefitted. It the maean time the
result froin the carbolic acid was scarcly
anticipated so quickly, especially since th,
affection was double-sided, absolutely exclud
sparing of the nipples. There is a stri b
difference here in the result of treatmentoft
two cases. The first treated with nitra e
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silver and lead-water applications, notwith-
standing only one nipple was affected and rest ROATO N OVAR I TUO TOC ROTATION 0F OVAPJAN TUMOURS.
was pernitted, was two weeks under treatment.

The second treated with carbolie acid, in spite BY J. KNOWSLEY THORNTON,;
of both nipples being involved and constant
nursing, was relieved in two days. The second Surgeon to the Samaritan Free Hospital for Women and Children

observation also shows that the stronger (five On December l8th, 1876, E. A. B., aged
per cent.) solution is to be given the preference twenty-four, single, came under ny care at the
over the weaker (two per cent.). SamaritC ospital, during the absence of Mr.

"Furthermore, the probability is that it Spencer Wells :-
would not have been possible to continue the Mr Sees oe

nursn, uriu ths trne.Theshornes of Mr. Stevens, of Hoddesdom, Herts, had firstnursing during this time. The shortness oftre i been called to see her in consequence of a suddentreatment is most favorable te the acid an its attack of pain in the right side just before herconstant application is not so painful as One
constant . iti is n.t. e painful n unemenstrual period. The first attack had occurred

Finally, the nitrate of silver does not always six months before she came under my care, and
.n each returning period had brought a recurrencepenetrate into the smallest fissures of the of the pain, whih vas sometimes go severe as to

mipple, while the acid solution naturally passes
make her roll on the floor in agony.into the deeper tissues, as its fluid state

evidences. According to the statements of the When she came under my observation she

second woman, after each application of the was a healthyeooking g , with full colour and

acid she not only experienced a considerable no enaciation. She measured 30 inches

smarting in the nipple, but also in the neigh- round the abdomen at the umbilical level, 4ý
bourhood. In iy opinion the great pre-e ri- inches fromi the ensiform cartilage to the um-

nence of the carbolic acid over all hitherto rec- bilicus, and 7 incherfrom the umbilicus to the

.omimended solid and fluid medicaments, consists pubes. There was a small moveable tumour
in its not only reaching and cauterizing super- occupying the right side of the abdomen and
ficial sore places, the naked mouths of the reaching to the urabilicus, anLd slightly across to
finest lymph vessels, but, besicles, completely the left of the linea alba. Its borders were over-
penetrating them. By the regular employment .
ofa concentrated solution (five per cent.) it lapped by mnestine all round. It could be felt
possible to destroy multiplying parasitic germs to the riglt and in front of the uterus per
or infections organic matter of whatever kind vaginarm, and appeared closely connected with
and subdue alnost at the commencement all it. The os and cervix were natural ; the uterineflamomations of the breast glands."--Clinic. cavity measured only 3j inches. I could not

feel certaih las to fluctuation in the tumour, butPHYMo1s -y bject in bringi ng this case
beorîo thisy monet ringnashis draseu I thought it did fluctuate. There was also abefore you this mornîug, was te drawv your

attention to the occasional development of a slight wave of ascitie fluid.
sort of unhealthy deposit of lymph, after opera- I kept her under observation during a period,tiens for phymosis, in children of a scrofulous
orrotherwise impaiîred constitution. I have had but did not gain any fresh light as to thenature
this happen once or twice in my own prac- of the case. The pain was much less severe than
tice, and I know at the time it worried nie at the former periods. Ascitic fluid now began

ei-catly. I have seen the same abnormal glue- to accumulate rapidly, and the patient, who had
together of the preputial tissues occur after been in very good health, lost her appetite, gotperations at the hands of other surgeons, when

the greatest care had been practised at the time a yellow lok an
Af opertion. Why it should so happen I can- malaise. I therefore determined to make an

ell, but it does sonetimes take place, and exploratory incision, and remove the tumour if
en oughit to know how te deal witbh.I Do it were found possible to do so. The periodasltup the prepuce, and if you have

t formedt pthe reopuea a sisfatoryv ceased on January 20th, and on January 24th,oPtfrmed at the flrst eperation a satîsf;actory
csrcomcision, you will usually havé but little assisted by my colleagues,Dr. Bantock, and Dr.

her trouble. Champneys (the latter administering bichloiide
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of meth lene), I made tise incisi<n. usal in
Oval]iotomtv to four incies. Six or seven pints
of brownsuish ascitic finid escaliei on opening the

1 eritt nsum, aid tILe tuna ur proi mied at the
ocpening. It - as of a diik liver colour, and hiad

a flum iodden feeling, but evidently contained
fluid. Sone filnmy adhesions to the initestines
cil the iglit side wer e ligatured m iih fine
siik and dividcd. Fiin adhlesicns to the ap-
p r.d*x oifinis, s quirii g three ligaturts,
'w tre titan d ailt w ith. 'l.e tiscur was tapped,
and alout a pint of îi.itk tar-like fluid evacu-

ited. Tie sibsitance oi tihe cyst was very fratible
and Us ke ai'w ssy ficnm tie ciaws of the trocar.

Ituwas seizi d % iNelaton's f< rc-eps, the ops ning

eslhigcd w ith seiors, and sone innîser cysts,
withi sinilar Cits, bi okein. up, and tie

tuimcur witd lirawn. I th<in fournd a hort, hard,
an1d twi>ted p<dicle on tLe rigLt side of the
iteiiis; it wes utmwistcd, tiaiîsfixed, and tied

ii two halves, and t.e tuimsour cut away. Nu

tracs cf ti.e %eýssels coild be seen in tie pediele,
ütd 1 il sieve ii ngiaLt lave been cut witlout
la sm niîu ge. 'ile left o\ary wvas fouinid ei-

lai gt d and forning a g iape-blike Luchb of isall

li dicilansd cysts. is i edicle was secured in
tie salie mlanier as thse othr, anid it was re-

nmovcd. All tihe liga t mes v.eie <f fine.. ,ilk, and
tl.ey weie all c-ut ff close to tie knsots and se-
timed iuto tLe 1.<ritonsuim, -nhich was thens

thoriougisly sponged out and uhe wotiusd closed by
silk sutusres. The tumour weigied 11). 12oz.,
and th(re w< re seve n lints cf tLe mixed asciic
ansd cstic fluids. It was an ordinary nultilocu..

lar on93 and ( rme of the -small cysts whili lad

not been broken containtd a pure daik fluid

bkod. A large patch of the main cyst wall was
very tiin, ippai enîly I rom ulcertion of a portion
of the ]sning mnibrane, and so soft t at the

finvger was t aily pushied throuîgh it.

The second case is similar but more perfect as
an example of tie suibject, beceause I saw lier
before the twisting of the pedicle occurred in
the first instance, 'or, at any rate, before any
marked synmptoms of tie rotation were apparent.

M. M., aged tlirty, single, came to'see me in
AÄugust, 1877, fromi Woland, in Dorsetslirek
Sie had been under tie cire of Mr. Traszewell,
of Sturminster Newton, who Lad diagnosed an
ovarmiaitumour. -

I found a smsall ovarian cyst wilih very free
fiictiation, anid ai pa rentl y fiee fi-rn riy ad-
hie>iuns. By pelvic exansination I could only
just ietect the tusmour. She was a healtiLy-
l.okinsg young w %i with a 11ull 111114t, ind
appaiently iot suffiering in asny way from tie
tumnour, excepatait prevented lier stoping,
an d doing vas ions tls ings wlich iser occupation
uf cook renideed neces.ssary. TIe Ssnmaritan
Hospital was. juit olosing for its autîimn

cleaning, and I was leaving town; I tiere-

fore advist d ber to coie up agaiin in October

and bave the tuniour removed. On lier ietnrn
in October lie'-was tliiiner, and niot looking
so well, and ier skia had a yellowisi hue.

11istory -- In Autgust, 1876, first noticed a
lumsîp in tise riglit side, about tie size of a iens's
egg; it gradiially enlarged, and in May, 1877,
she began to sifler pain in the bowels, was
feverisih, and was in bed for two weeks.

Fron this time the tunsour gave ler more

trouible; she of'te.n had pains iii the abdomen
and biack, and suîffered more tian formerly at
tIe nsess'rsuail periods. Oss lier return iome in
Aigust all lier 1 aine greatly inscreased, and
fi on ilsat time till sie ietiurnsed in October she
suiffered from constant pain in the back, with
bearing down of tie utertis ansd stcopinig became
impossible frcn the pain it caused in tie ab-
domen.

On proceeding to examine her I was at once
strusck with the fact liat though sie had lost
fleshi and was, consequientily, generally smaler,',
the tumsîour itself Liad evidemuly decreaised in
size. Proceedinig to fs-el it I found it firmer,
anid no longer so distinctly fliuctuait; iidsrd I

was in doubt whsether thsere was aniy fls.
tuation, it Lad to me much more the characters
of a soft fibroid. Pelvic exanination revaled

no change, except that the tumour seemed aiuéh
more more closely closely connuected with the

uterus than I had thoight. I was now inclined
to regard it as a pediculated outgrowth from
the uterus, but with imy former impression

fresh and strong in my-mind was mucis pzzled

I asked Mr. Wells to see lier with me, and I

aàreed that it was a doubtful case, and advise
keeping lier under obser tation. Others amon

mysv colleaces., who kinsdiy saw lier with n
declined to give a positive opinion
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general lea.ning was evidently in fyov-ur of its
beig uterine-this view being ec>itragedl by
the general app2arance of the patient, and the
strong piigruetation of the linea albai.

Ou Decemler 13th Mr. Meredithi gave
biclilori-de of mnîethylene, and assistel by rny
colleagues, Dr. Bantock and Mr.Doran, I made
a small incision in tihe uisual situation. The
hlîmiorrhage fron the p trietes was freer than I
have ever s'en it, and I was sonie tine before I
couild open the peritoneum ; when f did so I
at once saw the faniliar white, glisteuing sur-
face cf an ovariai tunour, and entlarged my
incision to five ijches; wlen more futlly ex

pos ed the surface of the cyst was seen te have
a mottled look, and. greatly t> my suirprise, vas
adherent in all directions to the parirtes by
finu filis and bands which were vascular ; sini-
lar adhesions connected with the omontuni and
intestines-niany of thes3 required liguture.
The tuiour feIt so solid that . attemîîpted to
remove it whole, but finding this impossible
witlout undily letngtheniug the incision, I
tapped it and let ont a quantity of thick, dark,
griiious material ; drawing ont the emîpty
cytt I futind a firm, fibrois twisted pedîie
clo-e to the riglit side of the uterus. I trans-
fixed and lig4tulred it in two lialves with
medium silk ; when I cut away the cyst the
vessels wefre ieen to be plugged with par-
tially decolouîrized clot. The oier ovary was
Pu1np aud healthy, the uterus nornmal, but
pulled somîewhat over to the riglit, ajd some-
wvhat out of shape. The vet y free hmorrliage

cliuttilng throu.h the Ilarietes vas explained by
the fact that the chief bloor supply of the
t!iialr 'vas received tlirough its parietal ad-
hesions. IL is very reiarkabLe how' very freely
the tulour could be noved about in the aido-
nwu. when we consider the extent of the ad-
hesions.

The difficility in each case was to decide
whether oue had to deal with an cvarian tumour
or soe other. In both cases the uteriie out-
graw tli seemed to me most probable as an alter-
bàtive, extra-aterine fotation being also sug-

sed iu the first case. In lioth cases the pain

the periods referred ciiefly to the side on
hhe tumour vas situated aud.to the.b:ack

a mrjed symptom, tliough s mucli more-

severe in the first, and t'is also pointec to tte-
rine racher than ovai-iau disease.

In b>ch, the twisciig of the p3 licle shortrned
th- conntexion b3tw.-n the tunour and. uttrus,
and increased the likeness te a pediculated out-
growth.

In b>th, the stppip of blood snpply,th-u;h
in dffaent'deree, lad to decre:se in sîze, with
correspanding solidification of the tunurs.

IL both, extreme congstion, with Lirge ex-
trav îsation of blood into the tumîours, senms to
have proceded the complete obstruction to the
circulation. 'Plie reasoin for th)is, as I haive poinîted
out in the p:aper in the Pathological Triansac-

ti.ms alrea ly referred to, is to b. foUud iii the
thin walls and large size of the veins w ithi the
thiick muscular c,)at.s of the arteries in ovarian
tumours. Douibtless the increase of pain at t he
periods was duo to the inîcreased vascuilrity
with proportiotiate congestion. In both a certin
jaundiced app3armuce was obierved, due, as I
believe,to the reab<or,î ion of the colurintg mat-
ter of the bloodi, I have seen it more than once

in patients with large hceiatoceles which have
been left to nature.

In the fir.st case the vlole tumour was prac-
tically dead and non-vascular, only snall por-
tions of its p-ritoieail c'at affrds us a beaniulul
exaiiple of the harmless nature of dead tissue,
provided it is guardchd fron ail so ices of ext-r-
nal contamination-an examnple accentuated for
those who will carefully study the subject by a
comparison witlh the course of events in the
cse I baye already alluded to, wliere stranîgtla-
tion of the tumour took place at'er the ciues

of putrofaction had been introducrcd into the
tumour fron without.-Olstebrical Journal.

.3ARLy S[GN oF Pirrisrs : FALLTN F TIFE

CLAVCLE.-Dr. Haenish points ont, in the

diagnosis of cmmenciàm tuberculosià, a sign
already nièntioned by Aufrecht. The aciomial
extremuity of the claviole shoul I be higher thah
the sternal ektiemity If it be al*er, the sig-
nlificanêe is that thé res'piràtóry field in reïtrietéd
òn that side. If the two ërids ôf thè'clvielè hé
found on the samie plane we ähould suspect
triberculosis, espeàially if there be already Ôther
suggestive symptéàs.-.Jl. de fed. et de Cir.
P'rat.
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ON THE CURE OF DYSMENORRHŒA,
STERILITY, AND CERTAIN AFFEC-
TIONS OF THE UTERUS, BY A NEW
FORM OF ELASTIC INTRA-UTERINE
STEM.

BY ROBERT GREENHALGI, M.D.

* * * * * * *

Two years ago, I succeeded in designing a
stem with manifest advantages over every other
pattern. The stema consists of pure India-

rubber tubing, No. 13 catheter gauge, easily

admitting the introduction of a large Simpson's
sound,twoinches andone-eighth in length,taper-
ingatits upperor uterine end, and armed vith an

oblong shield measuring one inch and three-

quarters froi side to side and one inch and a

quarter from back to front. Tn this shield are

ten perforations to facilitate cleanliness. Three-
sixteentbs of an inch from its upper extremity
is a bul b two inches in circumference, with four
diamond-shaped slits, which collapse when
stretched on a dilator to facilitate introduction.
When the stem is inserted and its retention is

secured, and the dilator removed, this bulb at

once expands in the body of the womb, while

permittinga ready escape of the uterine secretion.
The whole being cast in one piece, there is no

chance of the separation of any part of it.
There are two points in connection with the

use of the India-rubber stem to which I am

particularly anxious to direct attention, in

addition to the advantages already referred to.

Firstly. although soft, elastic, and easily bent

while out of the uterus, it becomes sufficiently

firm when pressed equally on ail sides by the
canal of the cervix to gradually overcome all
flexions, except in cases where the uterus is
bound down to the surrounding parts. Secondly,
its action is not purely mechanical. It has been
observed by myself and others that, in many
cases where the stem bas been worn for some
time, the enlarged and firn uterus bas become
greatly reduced in size, and so soft as closely to
resemble that organ in the early stage of subin-
vdlution: effects probably due to the freer exit
of the secretions and the mucous discharge,
which usually persists during the retention of
thg sten.,

Having described the forn of stem, I shall
now briefly allude to the cases in whicb I bave
found it most useful; premising, however, that
mechanical treatment should never be under-
taken till the removal of ail indications of
active disease, and the uterus is reduced to a
minimum of sensitiveness by the use of rest,
local depletion, bot vaginal injections, soothing
suppositories, and other measures ; and, further,
until the sound has been passed once or oftener
to ascertain how far the uterus is tolerant of
local interference. Moreover, at the commence-
ment of treatment, I usually enjoin one or more
days' rest in bed. After this preliminary treat-
ment, I first introduce a small silver stem; and
in two or three clays, if loose, I substitute one
of larger size, when the canal is usually suffi-
ciently, dilated to admit the introduction of
the India-rubber stem. By this graduai dilata-
tion, wbich occupies usually about a week, the
largest stem can be more easily introduced, and
far less irritation is likely to follow than when
the introduction is more speedily effected-an
operation frequently not easy and occasionally
impossible.

Should the stem have a tendency to slip ont,
which i.s sometimes the case, it can be easily re-
tained in situ by pressing upon the shield a plug
of cotton-wool, saturated with glycerine, tied
crosswise with fine twine to facilitate removal.

I may here remark that early experience
taugbt me never to use sponge or sea-tangle

tents, nor dilators, with a view to more rapid
dilatation, by which considerable pain is occca-

sioned, and irritation, and sometimes inflamm1'fal

tion, is set up, thereby rendering the case

temporarily unfit for the stem-treatment.
The most fitting time to introduce-flue stem

is shortly after a menstrual period, its retentiOn

being determined by the peculiarities of i
individual case, the effects produced, and the

end to be obtained. In my cases, the timie

varied from fourteen days to eleven months.

The best time for removal is about a week

before the next expected period. When retained

for a considerable time, the discharges are apt.
to become offensive, notwithstanding the daily,

use of the vaginal douche. Still I have neyer

known any evil result beyond this temp

annoyance to the patient.
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I have now used the India-rubber stem for
more than four years in a large number of
private and hospital cases, and in two cases only
-cases of chronic metritis with retroflexion, in
which a spring vaginal pessary was worn-have
I had to withdraw it on account of the onset of
irritation. Both patients were highly sensitive
women, and had undergone but little previous
treatment. I have found these stemus most
useful in the followinîg cases

1. Dysmenorrhoa;
2. Flexions-ante- and retro-flexion of the

uterus;
3. Strictures of the orifices and canal of the

cervix ;
4. Sterility, congenital and induced;
5. Certain cases of subinvolution ;
6. Certain cases of interstitial fibroid of the

uterus.
In two cases, the anteflexion was so extreme

that, although the India-rubber stems were worn
for many months, still they were found bent.
In one, the patient was frce from dysnienorrhœa
at the end of manv months, and may still so
remain for aught I know.* As to the other, a
hospital patient, from whom Dr. Godson re-
moved the stem, I have no particulars. I have
reason to believe, from a subsequent examina-
tion, that in one of these cases the uterus was
bound down by adhesions to the surrounding
parts. In a few cases, where there had been a
tendency to a free loss during menstruation, the
flow was mucih increased and the period pro-
longed, but never to the extent of induiing me
tosuspend treatnent. In nearly all the cases,
while the stem was in position, tlhere was a
more or less free secretion of mucus, in a few
occsionaIly tinged with blood, which ceased on
remcoval cf the stem. I could have largely
added to the number of cases treated duritg a
period of nearly five years; but I have deemed
it more useful and instructive to restrict myseif
to the narration of a few typical cases.

A friend, after having read through' this
paper, remarked that it would be as well to
record one or more unsuccessful cases ; but, as
not one case of failure has at present corne to
m.lly knowledege in which. the stem-treatment
has been carried out, I am, happily, unable to
comply with his suggestion.-British Medical
Journal

I have rpcently heard that this lady became preg-
went the f uil period, and was safely delivered of

,lng female child about two years ago.

KOUMISS; ITS MODE OF PREPARA-
TION AND ITS REMEDIAL VALUE.

BY WILLIAM PEPPER, M.D.,

Profe8sor of Clinical ledicine in the University of Pcnnsylvania.

Despite the marked advances made of late
years in our knowledge of the alimentattion
proper for different kinds of disease, we are
constantly meeting with special conditions in
which it is very difficult to find any form of
food that will agree with the patient. The
introduction of the exclusive milk diet, now so
well established, has put into our hands a rmost
valuable mode of treatment in a number of
obstinate and intractable affections.

Not only in gascralgia aid some other forms
of dyspepsia, and in chronic diarrha, but
in organic diseases of the kidneys, in certain
types of cardiac disease, and in some nervous
affections, does the administration of milk,
according to a definite method, prove an
invaluable mode of treatment. In cases of
malnutrition or of- wasting disease, where it is
desired to give more food than can be advan-
tageously taken in a solid form, milk has been
found the best addition to the diet. It will be
found, however, that in certain cases of all
these groups milk is not well digested. No
doubt the assurance so often given to us that
milk canaot be taken is, for the most part,
unfounded. But I have frequently met with
cases where very careful trials convinced me
that thé statement was literally true; and,
unfortunately, in not a few instances this has
happened in the very cases where I was most
desirous either of using an exclusive milk diet
or of giving a considerabie amount of milk to
eke out the insufficient quantity of solid food
that could alone be digested. In these cases I
have found very great advantage in resorting
to koamiss as a substitute for milk. I have
also found that this new article of diet is
peculiarly applicable in certain conditions
where milk is not specially indicated.

Before illustrating these statements by the
brief notes of a few of the many cases in which
I have* used koumiss with advantage, a short
account of this useful food may be given. It is



essentially niilk in which alcoholic fermentation from carbonie acid. Ils specific gravity is
has been induced, and allowed to proceed to a ratier less than tlat of the milk fiou wbich it
moderate degree. In Tartary, where it lias las been made (1-040 instead of 1-043). As it
been extensively used for centuries, mare's milk is important to Main its effervescing character,
is employed ; while in Russia, according to if shoul alwavs be drawn by Menus of a
Liebig, cow's milk is chiefly used in its prepara- "champagne tnp." Tt shou]d be nsed witJin
tion. I an satisfied that koumiss madefom a few days of its preparation, since after to or
cow's milk is quite as good as that made froi three days the alcohi<l and lactic aud carbonjo
the milk of mares or of camels. 'It bas also cis increase so as to înake it less agreeaie
been supposed that some special ferment used and less well adapted to Most cases. It slould
in Tartary was more efficient than any other, be kept on ice or in a very cool place, as warmth
but I believe tiat ordinary brewers' yeast soon causes the caseine to separate into a thick,
answers the purpose equally well. heavy curd. Koumiss may be said, the, to

As koumiss will not bear transportation to fairly represeut tli nutritive properties of good
any considerable distance, it is desirable that milk, wbile possessing, in addition, a mildly
the mode of preparing it sbould be generally stimulating character. The carbonic acid gas
known. I bave therefore requested Mr. George with wlich it is lily cbarged lcts ilso as a
I. McKelway, of Philadelphia, who has supplied sedative to the gastrie mucous membrane, and
nie with all the koumiss my patients bave used, thus reuders it weil adantec to cases -where
to give the formula for its preparation. He there is mach irritability of stomach.
writes as follows: "The manufacture of koumiss I have used koumiss boLl as an exclusive diet
isa very easy and simple process. I take- and as an addition to an ordiuary diet. lu the

R.former case te amout taken bas been, at first,
R Bet uskimed ilk......q.j. two or tbiree fiuid ounces every two h ours; tiien,

Yeast (brewers' or old bakers').. grs.c. the course of a couple of days, four fliid
Cane sugar ................ grs.c.Canesugr............grscc. ounces every two liours; then six fluid ounces

"Keep the mixture at a temperature of 80"
Fahr. until fermentation is quite brisk, stirring every three hours; and llually lf a pint everyFah. utilferenttio isquie bis, tlîree hours, or two quarts ini the course of -a,
it frequently, and then bottle, carefully securing day and niglt. This total I bave rarely
the corks with strong twine or wire. After c
twenty-four hours it is fit for use. three quarts have been takea in divided doses.

" The object of the addition of the cane sugar Usually- by the Lime Lwo quarts bad been Laken
is the certain induction of alcobolic fermentation. daily for a short time, it bas proved both
If-the sugar be left~out the result is likely to
be that lactic fermentation only is set up, and simple solid food. When usec as an addition
the procTuct is sour milk. The quantity of to a
sugar used bas, of course, to be judged by the extont of one quart daily, in doses of half a
richness of the milk and its consequent richness pint in the intervals between meals. 'ormerly
in fermentable constituents." the ligh cost of this article was a seriOu5

The koumiss thus prepared by Mr. McKelway objection to -a prolonged use of if in large,
bas proved entirely satisfactory. It is a very quantities, but now that it can be lad at the
agreeable drink, having a slightly acid taste, rate of one dollar for three quart botties, this
and containing from three to four per cent. of oljection las been largely doue'ava with.
alcohol, one to two per cent. of lactic acid, and see no reason, however, why koumiss sbould
is highly charged with carbonic acid gas. It bve receipt, by,
contaiis the ordinary ingredients of milk, with any one who Ends iL inconvenient to obtaiiL
the exception of the lactose (sugar of milk), from some of the recognized maufactr of
most of: which is converted into alcohol, and whoin there are several in ?hiladelpa d
lactic and carbonic acids. Koumiss is acid to New York, if not elseWherè.
litnus pa , Loth before aud after being hfreed beensmae (i1-00 ito 103 sit

isipratt eanis fevsigcaatr
it souldalwas bedraw by eansof
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in whicb I bave found its use most benedcial,
among which may be first mentioned, cataribal
phthisis. In this forni of pulmonary disease,
which, in this climate, is by far the most
frequ ent variety of so-called consumption, the
pulnionary trouble is often coniplicated vith
gastro-hîepatic catarrh, either in a subacute
form, or in the forn of acute attacks recurring
at irregular intervals. I think that all careful
observers must have noticed how frequently in
such cases milk disagrees, and oil cannot be
taken. The difficulty of getting these patients
to digest a suficient amount of nourishing fat-
naking food is, indeed, one of the most serious
points in their treatment. I can conddently
advise the use of konmiss in this condition.
The patient can usually make three liglit and
simple meals, and in addition half a pint of
kouniss ca be taken early in the morning,
between breakfast and dinner, between dinner
and supper, and toward bedtime. A special
advantage to be here noted is, that when taken
at night it not only agrees well, but exerts a
mild soporific influence. It is probable that
the bigli reputation enjoyed by houimiss as
a renedy in phthisis in some distant parts of
the world is due to its excellent action in mauy
cases of the class I have alluded to.

As an illustration of another condition not
rarely met with in plithisical patients, 1 may
qaote the case of T. W., aged 24, who applied
to me with extensive disseminated disease in the
left ling wvith a glazed, moist tongue frequent
vomiting, considerable diarrha, marked ema-
ciaono, and abundant e.:pectoration. le lived

-onkumiss3 exclusively for two weeks, during
the latter of wlicih lie also took small doses of
eriodyction as an alternative expectdrant.
After the first day there was no more vomiting
or, diarrhœa. During the third week sinall
quantities of solid food were given, in addition
to the koumiss., In the fourth week skinmed
ilk was substituted, and now at the close of

fi'v weeks, he takes one and a half quarts of
nik daily, besides a fair amount of sclid food,
aIt of which is thoroughly digested. He bas
gaimed five pounds in weight, and considerably

mrengh ; coulgh, and expectoration have
a tliere is slight imiaprovement in
signs. luid'eftract èriodyction

has been given steadily, and for the past two
weeks six grains of quinia have been taken
daily.

As an exclusive diet, koumiss is adapted to
all those cases where we employ milk in this
way with such remarkable results, but, of
course, it would have no special advantage,
except in tbose peculiar instances where milk
cannot be digested. Thus I bave met with
several cases of cardiac disease, with marked
secondary hepatic an d gastric congestion, where
skimmed milk could not be digested, and where
it was almost impossible to find any article of
food that the patient could take, in which
koumiss was used with entire success. In one
such case, seen in consultation with Dr.
Hollingsworth Neill, the patient, who had
been suffering greatly from gastric distress,
aggravated by all kinds of food, received
immediate relief from the use of koumiss,
which was taken with great relish for a long
time.

As an illustration of its value in another kind
of cases, I may refer to a patient with extreine
nervous exhaustion'and intense anænia, who
suffered violently from pyrosis and gastralgia.
While out of bed it was impossible to secure
improvement. Even when complete and pro-
longed rest in bec was secured, wvith the aid of
massage, general electrization and faradization,
it was equally impossible to feed her sufficiently
so as to lessen the anæemia and relieve the
distressing nervous symptoms. Milk was tried
repeatedly, and always disagreed ; its use, even
in small quantities at stated' intervals, caused
intense distress. Iron could not be tolerated
in any fora ; suppositories containing iron
caused rectal irritation ; hypodermic injections
of dialysed iron (Wyèth's) caused abscesses.
The internal use of the latter preparation of
iron, as well as of many others, even in the
smallest dose, produces suffering. In this
trying condition, kounuiss proved perfectly
acceptable, and for a number of weeks the

patient used it, first as tbe sole article of food,
and later in addition to a very simple diet, iviIh
excellent results. Flesh was gained, strength
increased, and the general nervous symptoms
and the gastrie çlistress rapidly inproved.

eIt wil iinmediately occur to iany àhat kou-
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miss must prove a very valuable remedy in
diabetes mellitus, and se it does. I have had
the opportunity of using it only in one such
case, but here the immediate reduction in the
amount of urine, almost to the normal, and the
remarkable diminution in the proportion of
sugar, showed conclusively its great importance
as an exclusive article of diet in this affection.
A diet of skimmed milk is often found of great
service in relieving the symptoms in diabetes,
but koumiss will probably be found much more
desirable, since the sugar of milk is, for the
most part, decomposed, while the carbonic acid
gas acts as a grateful sedative to the irritable
stoniach. I think, moreover, that koumiss
allays thirst better than milk does.

In the following case of simple polyuria,
koumiss produced very marked and rapid
results. E. S., a sailor, aged forty-three years,
was admitted to the University Hospital, Dec.
20, 1877. He had liad diarrhcea for three
months, had lost a great deal of flesh, and was
pale and weak. He complained greatly of
thirst, and passed ten pints of urine daily, of

with the koumiss, and finding that no increase
in the amount of urine ocýcurred, the latter was
discontinued, and he was allowed to eat as mchi
as lie wanted of simple, nourishing food. His
appetite was very good, andi he ate freely, with-
out the least inconvenience. His weight in-
creased, according to the careful observations of
my resident physician, Dr. Skillern, and of the
head nurse, no less than twecty-one pounds in
seven days. The extraordinary change in his
appearance confirmed this statement, and I
have no doubt of its entire accuracy. He soon
felt perfectly well, there was not the least return
of polvuria, and he was discharged to return to
his callinc

I have thus briefly alluded to some of the
conditions in which I have found koumiss of

positive value. The results I have already ob-
tained convince me that in suitable cases it will
prove an important addition te our means of
treatment.-ied. and Surg. Reporter.

DUBOISIA.-TUIE NEW MYDRIATIO.

low specific gravity,and containing neither albu-
men nor sugar. A diet of skimmed milk, with Bielogy at the session of Mardi 93, n new
injections into the large intestine of weak solu- rnydriatic preparation. This plant, for it is
tions of nitrate of silver, quickly arrested the derived, froin a plant, cores to us from Australia,
diarrhoea, but produced no effect on the polyuria. and belongs to the family of the scropbu]ariaci,
He was then allowed a mixed diet, and dialysed according te M. Olivier, of London, who bas
iron and ergot were given him for more than studied it. It is called the Duboisia Myop-
two weeks, in very large doses, but only a very sonda.
slight decrease in the anount of urine followed, According to the English ophthalmoegit,
from ten to eight and a half pints, and he con- Tweedy, a few drops ofthe solution of Duboisia
tinued to lose colour, strength and flesh. On preduces dilatation of the pupil that lasts frem
January-30th, all medication was stopped, and six to ten days. From the investigations tEst
he was ordered to bed. The next day he was he bas made upon this subjeet, M. Galezowski
put on an exclusive diet of koumiss, one quart has demonstrated that the paralysis of the
being given in the course of twenty-four hours. sphincter of the iris and of the muscle cf
This was continued for one week, with the fol- accommodation insts for more than eight cays in
lowing effects: He lost three and a half the healthy- eyo, but in the diseascd eye the
pounds in weight, and passed urine on the mydriatie effeet is îess persistent. 1W has
successive days as follows : January 30th, eight ecployed this agent on more thanthirty patients
and a half pints; January 31st, eight and a and it may to-day bo said that the'action cf
quarter pints; February lst, four pints, two 1:20 solution of Duboisia is quite as powerM
ounces; February 2nd, two pints; February as the 1:10 solution of atropin. If we shallMe
Srd, one pint, ten ounces; February 4th, one able te prepare its alkaloid, ve shah have
pint, seven ounces; February 4th, one pint, oct doubtan agent more powerful thî,Li an 0
eleven ounces. snt.those we ave known of up to the Prese, t f

On February 6th solid food was cosjoined This is not ail ! T the Duboisia yopres

1
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yet other advantages over atropia. An aqueous
solution 1:20 instilled into the eye does not
irritate the conjunctiva, while atropia provokes
such an irritation that we are obliged to abso-
lutely abandon its employment in certain
individuals. M. Galezowski tells us that lie bas
seen to supervene inflammations of the con-

junctiva, ectropium, hallucinations, delirium
and even couvulsions in infants, following the
instillation of a collyrium of atropia. The
collyrium of duboisia does not cause these acci-
dents, and where the atropia bas had to be,
abandioned on account of its irritating effects,
the new mydriatic may be employed with the
nost satisfactory results.

Our confrére reports also several observations
that have been collected by one of his assistants,
M. Adon Guéneau de Mussy ; they show, in the
most conclusive manner, the eflicacy of the
extract of duboisia in the treatient of certain
ocular troubles. In a girl suffering from severe
keratitis trachoiatosa, neither atropia nor
daturine could be employed during more than a
year *ithout aggravating the difficulty ; with
the duboisia the inflammatory- condition was
easily relieved, so as to allow the cauterizations
of the lid to be continued.

Ih a mai naffected with irido-choroiditis in
wbom iridectomy failed to' prevent repeated
relapses of the inflammation, and when atropine
only aggravated the difficulty, a collyriuni of
duboisia has arrested all inflammatory attacks
for more than three weeks.

Finally, M. Galezowski said it was desirable,
to learn if the action of this collyriuim extended
to the internal ocular membranes. It is known
that the action of atropine does not reach be-
yond the anterior hemisphere of the eye; the
action of duboisia causes considerable dilatation
of the retinal veins. If this fact is verified, we

hil bave one of the most valuable agents for
treating affections of the bottom of the eye.-
Le Mîouvement Médicali.

[Further researches are promised on the
subject, which will be given our readèrs as they
appear]-Clinic-.

n enlarged clitoris, weighing two pounds,
as exhibited at a recent meeting of the Path-

o ogical Sooiety of London.

CLINICAL RE1ARKS ON CATARACT
AT THE TORONTO GENERAL

HOSPITAL.

BY R. A. REEVE, B.A., M.D.,
Ocnlist to the Institution.

HARD CATARAT.-Tbis patient, Mrs. F., æt.
50, a healthy, active woman, first seen this morn-
ingý states that ber sight bas been failing for a
length of time, and she found lier left eye to be
blind about a week ago. The eyes bave been free
from pain or inflammation, and they were of
normal tension and appearance except that the
left pupil had a grey reflex.

I have dilated the pupils with atropine, and
you observe the left crystalline lens as a grey
opaque disk lying just behind the plane of the
iris. The riglit lens appears hazy and marked
by grey strio at its periphery. Taking the

patient into the dark, ophthalmoscopic room,
facing the lamp, and at about two feet from it,
and focussing the light obliquely within the area
of the left pupil with a strong lens (2¾in.)-/ocal
or oblique illumination, the opaque lens becomes
better defined; and the strio in the cortex of
the right lens can be easily seon and located.
Now, placing the lamp behind the patient's
head, and a little on one side, and reflecting the
liglit into the left eye with the ophthalinoscopic
mirror, the pupil seems impenetrable and dark,
while that of the right eye bas an orange reflex
with the lenticular striS showing as dark or
black peripheral lines. Still using the mirror,
and placing the strong lens in front of the
patient's right eye, I can readily perceive the
optic disk, retinal vessels, choroid, &c. The
sight of this eye still suflices for ordinary pur-
poses. With the left eye the lamp-flame can
be noticed in any part of the field of vision,
the position of a window can be discerned,
and also an object, as the hand, moving before
the eye.

This case presents tbe ordinary features of
uncomplicated cataract,-subjectively, a pain-
less, gradual loss of sight without apparent
cause; it may be, one eye becoming useless

long before the other: objectively, a healthy
organ, with a moderately'active pupil revealing
a more or less opaque lens.
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Cataract is simply opacity of the crystalline
lens, and is terined mature when the whole
lens substance is involved. As the lens be-
comes somewhat firm at about forty-five years,
a cataract developing at and af:er that period
is termed hard or senile; and also nuclear,
because the denser nucleus of the lens is
frequently opaque and of an amber tint, whvile
the cortex is but partly invaded. Mature
cataract can be pretty surely detected Without
artificial aid, but not so with the immature;
and the sight is sometimes very din fon the
posterior layers of lens-tissue being opaque long
before the rest of it is affected. As a rule,
therefore, a diagnosis shouild not be muade at a
ghtnce, even when the bacltound of the pupil
seemis gray, but the method of examination.
just gone through should generally be followed.
For there is a physiologicai haziness of the lens
in old subjects which simulates cataract to the
naked eye. Besides, dimness of vision is often
due to morbid changes in the vitreous, or at
the fitundus only discernible with the ophthal
moscope ; and again, cataract may follow or be
secondary to other affection, as glaucona,
detachment of the retiina, disease of choroid,
&c., which vould invalidate an operation.

ft is important to note the tension or bard-
ness of the eyebali, the degree of sight, and the
extent of the field of vision. The tension is
tested, as already shown, by gentle palpation
with the tips of the index fingers upon the lid,
the eye- being closed ; and it should specially
be observed if tiere be a dilated or very slu-
gish pupil, so as to exclude glaucoma, the
simple or chronic, non-iniflammatory formu of
which not iDfrequently occurs in those of
forty-five years and upwards. A bard globe,
with a.large, insensitive pupil indicates giau-
cona, and the renoval of a cataractous lens,-
if such be present-in order to restore sight,
would likely prove worse than futile. l was
once asked by a brother 1 ractiti)ner to see a
case in which le proposed to operate for cata-
raet. The appearance of the lens was decep-
tive, for it was not opaque, but the eye proved
to be glaucomatouis, the optic disk being deeply
cuppeud, owing to excessive intraocular pressure.
Again, in siip.e cataract an objet, as- the
hand, can be dizcerned when moved between

the eye and a winudov or light, &c., and iui a
darkened room, the position of a lamp fiam ne
can be determnined in any part of the filud of
vision.* In confirmued gmicoma, on thle other
hand, tie inner or nasl halIf at least of the
field is generally quite blind ; wh le a bli mk in
the lower or uper half would most likely he
due to detachment of the retina. in an opposite

part of the funidus.
In the case before us tie cataract is without

apparent cause, and this is the coeuu9ar x
ence. od-nutrition of the lens nay bd em-
sidered the direct cauise of c ttaract, ai, as
already stated, may be secondary to glunoma,
disease of choroid, diabetes, &c., or due to a
jostling of the lens in its foss t or its luxation
froim concussion of the h:dl. Tuere is oiteni an
hereditary tendency to cataract, and in many
cases, too, it seems fait ly attributable to ex-
cessive use of the eyes. The lens substance
also becones opaque under the action of the
aqueous humour, when the latter has access to
i through a piuntoure or rent of the capsule, as
by a foreign body, iustrument, &c. ; and, again,
wlere the iris is largely adherent to the lens
capsule, owing to neglected iritis, secondary
opacity of the l,-ns often supervenes. In this

instauce the operttion on 'the left eye will be
dt-ferred until the patient finds the dimness of
the other begin to initerfere with her work.
Formerly, it was the practice not to operate
until the second eye became blind, bat it is
now held that the anxiety and mllental des-

uetude and the enforced ihysic;l inactivity
caused by such delay militate against the
success of the operation ; and, therefore, the
eye first involved is operatud on while the

cataract is yet ripening in its fellow. As

however, one eye often becomes blinid 'many
months or several years bfore the other, the

operation on the eye priuiarily affected will

generally niot be required and as a rule shoulld

not be advised until its cataract is fully mature.
Indeed, it may be several moniths after an eye
bas become practieally blintid before the lens

substance up to the anterior capsule has becoei

opaque.

* A patflent was once under my care fory
ophthalia inducedly an operation'for cataract upn an
that had been stone-bltnd fur 'years; 6sugo

ingly nglected to-test the sigh
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Senile cataract was formerly often treated little below the cornea, the knife, with its

by couching or reclination, that is, the lens was point directed towards the centre of the eye, is
disleoated n om its fossa backwards and down- passed tlrouglh the sclero-corneal junction a
wards into the vitreous by means of a flat little below the top of the cornea into the
slightly cnrved needle passed througli the anterior cliamber at its upper and outer part;
scllra, behind the iris and ogainst the face of iLs handle being tben depressed it is pushed
Che lens. This procedure is now virtually quickly in front of the iris and made to emer~ge
obsolete, and was discarded, alhougli easy of at a point horizontally opposite that of entrance
execition, because the hard lens, in its new (counter-purncture). The forceps being then laid
position, acted as a foreign body in a large aside, anid the cutting edge of the knife directed
peicentage of cases, and excited irritation and upwards and forwards. the section is carefully
iiflanination which issued in complete blind- tinislwd so that its centre lies just Nvithin the
ness. In the modern operations the cata- corneal tissue, te patient being ab th) sane
ractous leis is removed fromî the eye. or " ex- time to avoid straiing. The
tracted," as you have already seen. Until delicate iris forceps are then passed througl the
recentLIy "flap " extraction (tig. A.) was largely cuL, a sutali ld of iris seized near the pupillary
performed, the distinctive features of which are edge, withdrawva and snipped off- The specu-
the use of a broad triangular knift ; an in- I um is then reinoved, the patient bcbg warned
ciàion dividing nearly one-half of the corneal not to sqoeeze the eye. The upper lid buing then
niargin eidtr above or below fron the selera ;the patient Iooking dovnwards, tbe
and the evacuation or extrusion of the lens cystitome or picker is passed into the auterior
tlroughL the pupil without an iridectomy. chamhe: and its point drawn lightly over the

cNw sule adong some modia t toe pupil. Care-
fnl poesdue is taen iade agai(st the lower

the lart a t the cornea oitf a sigael indi-rubber

its charactebeisticsubeinsetheausetof apparrowhs

i hspoof or curette and the lowe edge of ate

cornea issue the paient bein the same tlý

tim ward and engages s the woaid, froT
.. thlite leis ores, the cornea beg gently
ri muitr, A.str-oke, uipard, to fauvour the esc-ape of any

iNow-a-clys, sortie nlodiucttionu of the so-caled cortical f oatter. The papil being clear enough
de l1odifi7,d iacar'- oje.ioni (fl- B.> devistd by to en-aide tLte patient ta count tingers at two
the atae celebvated Von G e, is gelier.illy doue, feet, andi the lips of the tint being freed fro
its charaüteiistjcs bein, the use of a niarrow or any debris, straps of rThbbeur and silk plaster
lillear kuifi'; iri-ectoiiy; and a somewvîat cur- a-e appie to te lids of both eyes, ani then a
Yîlinea- incision across the suniatit o y the light ban ge, if it is thought desirabie ; o r

mprerably, ts po-es are coverel by a old or

swo of lark silk, hic is ofstene to the fore-
head. Great care bas to be taken dt-ing the
operation to avoit compression of te globe by
the opertororby contraction of the oreularis,
so as to prevent rupture of the hyaloid capsule
and esanape of the vitreous humour. Generaoly
the patient is emept qiet in bed for forty-
eiht hours ua t favourthe ape ofan

corticaBl maer Theepiingp clad benoughn

p.r n. The day atter the operation the straps
YOu h-Ivc seen vious cases in illustfation are gently washeli off atnd a drop or two of

of the' luter rnetiod. Tie patient yng on hi.' sol. atro is sulp. grs. iv. ad 3j. applied; asd
kibed, 'ithec lids sepat ateca by a stop- this a done dail for about a formnigt, straps

corneculayeand the eya.steadîed by oreab yndathbeing ed for aea veek an. foler-
o forceps t he conju tiva a- wordsn a hf
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The vision of the naked eye after extraction pleted, a small bridg
is quite defective, its refractive power being divided after the iride
materially reduced and a very high degree of the capsule. In the
hyperopia produced by the absence of the lens. palpebral aperture wa
The aphakial eye requires, therefore, a power- speculum and forceps
ful convex lens in order to focus rays from The upper lid was r
more or less distant objects upon the retina azainst the edge of
and secure correct vision.* Lenses of from 2î index finger, the bulbi
to 3Î inches "focus" are generally necessary placed against the in
foi ordinary wear; an d as the accommodation is steady it. The sectio
destroyed when the lens is removed, the clear wards. No mishap o
perception of near objects as, print, &c., is only recovered very gond si
had by using still stronger glasses, namely, + lI upper edge of the c
to 21. In some instances a cylindrical lens hidin, more or less,
conijoined wil the ordinary spherical improves the iidectomay. In t
the sight much more than the latter alone; no iridetomy was re
and i the very exceptional cases where te bad been done sever
eye was eriginally hîighly myopie a glass may glaucoma&, following u
noV be requirea, or onlv one of a low power. duing gonorhoeal oph

Advanced age is no bar to the operation, pro- lad saved the eye
vided * there be vitality enough Vo iaure the excellent, the patient
healing of a wouild sow large as ro give exit to owith a + i lens,
the lens. I have bar] a patient agred eiglty- read ordinary print, th
five, and another eightythree, both of whom cornea from the old lc
did well and recovered good sight, being able, what wit Voe sst. I

with pi5oper spectacles, to, go about as of' yore, Iargely adheîent to ai
and also to read smal print. Those who are cornea (leucoma adhIe
inordinately fat or are prone ;o marasmus, no the len capsule.
and the victims of dyspepsia or cacoolis are dieree the iris and pa

eo good subjets for extration; but fair chamber behind it, an

resuts are sometirnes got by the modifieod Tpe lens as with di

linear operation in cases ,hich wod]d issue patient finally recovel
adly under the older fiap nethod, fore the case of' IL - the cot

latter, owiag to the length of the eut ed the escaped wien the caps
less perfect coaptation of its lips, demands a nucleus so sial that i

much bighier reparative powver. Since sensi- sent, thotugh it carne
bility becomes blunted in senility, extraction use of a spoon. 0î
is generally well borne without anoesthesia; in flo s into the ante i
fact, we have never employed it, band have iidectony, and requi
seldom regretted dispensing with it. stroking the cornea t

ireunstances sometimes necessitate a de- lips e eidg made to gap
liarture fron the ideal operation. You have observed that the less t
seelu that occasionally if The lens did not esape irritated, and the int
readily, the incision was enlarged a ette atone by instruments, the e
end with fine scissors, the point of one blade o develop.
being passed into the pound and between the The mot common
cornea and iris. 'u some instances, again, ocurs during extrac

gvbere the patient was restive the knife was viteous. If the lens
remove before the section was quit com- the wound before the

Withprper lenes, the final visual resut is satisfactory give place to the esc
abut 8 per cent. of the cales op etraction. down behid the iris.

e being left, which was
ctomy and laceration of
case of M. F-, whose
s abnormally small, the

were dispensed with.
aised and pressed back
the orbit with the left
of the middle one being
ner side of the ball, to
n was then made down-
ccurred, and the patient

ght. The section at the
ornea has the merit of
the coloboma caused by
he case of Mrs. R-,
quired as that operation
al years previously for
Iceration of the cornea
thalmia. The iridectomy
and the final result ,was
going out with vision
and with a+21 able to

ough the haziness of the
eration interfered some -
n K-n's eye the iris was
i opaque cicatrix of the
rens), and partially also
The knife was made t.
ss through the anterior
d then cut its way out.
ficulty removed, but the
red fair sight. In the
ex vas fluid and freely
le was opened, leaving a
t would not readily pre-
away at last -without the
ccasionally some blood
or chamber after the
res removal by gently
owards the wvound, th
e slightly. It should be
lie lips of the wound are
erior chamber disturbed
ss likely is inflammationr

serious mishap th
tion is esca'pe of th
be not well engaged îIa

hyaloid ruptures, it wl
aping humour and ,si

This occurred t



case of C- e, probably owing to the removal flltrated. Atropine and hot fomentations
of a tough, opaque piece of capsule with were applied, but the cornea shortly necrosed
forceps after laceration with the cystitome,- and the eye atrophied. This case toaches the
an expedient sonietimes required: on applying le-son that both eyes should not be oporated
the usual pressure to evacuate the lens, a bead on at one sittino Fearing that the patient's
of vitreous presented and the lens receded. A system vas radically vitiated, another metlod
sinall " spoon " was at once passed through the *as triec with the other oye, which, at any
cut directly backwards and thon downwards rate, would not seriouslyjeepardizo it. Needling,
behind the lens, which was brought quickly (keratonyxis) vas practised, and repoated at
out vith but moderate loss of the vitreous intérvaIs during nany months. The pupil
straps and bandages being thon applied. The being fully dilated, the lids were separated by a
eye was opened on the third day, when the speculum and the eye steadied with forceps,
wound was found closed, and on the fourth txe needie boig thon passed tbrough the
day the patient was allowed to get up. There cornea near its margin and Made te pierce the
was a slight reaction, but the inflammation lens capsule and enter the lens as gentiy as
subsided under atropine drops and hot fomen- possible so as net to disturb it in its bed. The
tations.' . In a fortuiglit the pupil was clear, oye was aftorwards kept closec for several
and there was no pain or irritation. The loss days and the pupil dilated. This patient's
of vitreous is made up by aqueous humour, form became a tee faniiar ene i the wards.
and one-fourth or more sometimes escapes, a The lens proved te be very bard and practically
good result finally ensuing. When, however, insoluble in the aquous humour. Eightepn
much vitreous is lost, detachment of the needlings vere done ithout having drilled a
retina, or hæmorrliage from the intraocular hob tbrough it or reduced it materially.
vessels fron want of support nay ho f fearer. At last, ropin that the regimen of tho
In the case cf Mrs. P-, the orbîclaris was, hospital had rastopied a fair degretlyf vigour,
forcibly contractcd just as the ions -vas o aerg- extraction war docied Tipon asd doue. The
ing, and a good deal cf vitreous was lest. The eye healed kindly, and dve weeks afterwards
recvevry was tedius and the sight imperfect. the vision wasi t wtth a t 3 tens. Find-

The chief bad resuits following extraction ingb liocvoar, by oblique illunation that the
are suppurati-e keratitis, iritis, and, so-called Posterior Ions capsul o s neot quite transparent,
Seeeîdary cataract. Suppuration cf the cornea a clear pupil was made in it opposite the
is generally a result as vell as sien of iinpaired normnal. e e by means of a catarat nedle,

and je the more dangerous wheu it atropine being used for a few days. As orne
develops wiý;,)tit acute syruptenis. W. C-, cf yen saw, vision finally reachod 2-1 Snellen,
admiied witb double cataract, subject bore- with a + d lens, a d wit the patient could
ditarily te rheunatîc artlritis, a suffierer fron rac the finest print. C- is now a sober, he-
chrenie alcoliolisi bad falleil frorn a highly putable uerber cf seciety, ard engagey as a
respectable position in society te that of tally- gpain-buyer. It net infrequently happ s that
keePer i a billiard-saloon; was kept on good' the psterior capsule .beco hes translticent,

Siý'etlind censtitutional treatmeîît for six w-coke appearing, under oblique illumaination as a
Or maore atter admission. Thon extraction by delicate aauze ; and though it may be clear
Liebreich's method was done' that ie, the Tci- enoug te enable one te see the optic disk and
sien w-as anade across the corua, about Midwvay retinal vessels, its division wih a needle e

slower edge ad the pupil, and ne advisable as oon as the oye h as healed
às ~ evacnateu' Nvithut, an iridectom, the thoroughly nanely, i frem tw to eight

ppi beng quite dilantable. The lens came eut wetks.
Oio, and there was ne prolpstof iris. The term, secandary atwet is more

Thre W-ias ne flslmmatory reaction, but on proeperly applid tean opaque pupillar moe-
sthetn d day the anterior chainber was turbid, brane resultng fre a depisit of pon the
ialitye lis cf the woud dwere grey, and on p nsterior capsule freon iritis or due te soberosis
del daythe cornea s ase bad become in- of th ca sule following retentin cf pîcesnl lf

OF MEDICAL SCIENCE T9.,5
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cortical lens mitter, proliferation, capsulitis,
&c. In the case of F- ,the eye was paiful the
day after the operation, and there was slight
chemosis of the ocular conjunctiva, and iifil-

.tration of the lips of the wouad. Â inixed
iritis, capsalitis, and localized inflammation of
the cornea ensued, and was treated by instill-
ation of sol. atropia sulph. grs. iv. ad 3j. four
times. a day, frequent bot fomentations and
occasional depletion from the temple by cupping.
The pupil became closed by an opaque mem-
brane to which the iris was adherent, and the
patient could just discern a hand moved before
the eye. Several months afterwards the opera-
tion termed iridotomy was done. The lids
being separated by a stop speculum and the
eye held by forceps, a lance-shaped knife
(keratoine) was passed obliquely through the
lower part of the ebrnea, its point piercing the
membrane : delicate, peculiar scissors known
as Wecker's iridotomy scissors were thon
passed into the anterior chamber, one blade
into opening and behind iris, when, with a
snip, a clear, oblong, almost central pupil was
made. The eye was closed -with straps; and
cold dressings applied, and it was kept under
the influence of atropine. No re-action fol-
lowed, and V =. Iridotomy is a very effectuai

methiod of deailing with pupllair obstruction,
and is much safer than the older expedients of
using one or two needles, or a sharp hock, &c.,
to tear an opening in the tough membrane, or
attempting to extract it.

Pr'lapse of the iris occasionally occurs after
extraction before the wound bas healed, owing
to the restlessness or straining of the patient,
or to too early getting up. No example bas
presented here. The prolapsed part nay require
to be snipped away, or the "hernia" may be
pricked with a needle from time to time, and a
pressure bandage worn. The latter treatment
generally suffices also where the so-called
cystoid cicatrix dqvelops.

(To be continued.)

J. Von Lenhosék bas constructed an apparatus
wlich perMits no fewer than sixty microscopical
preparations to be observed in immediate sue-I
cession, without changing the slides and read-
usting the objective. He caIls it the "Poly-
msicrosep."

From Lyon Médical.

THE DIARRHŒEA OF CHILDREN AND ITS
TREATMENT.

After a rapid exposition of the causes and
symptoms of infantile diarrhoa, M. Blache in-
sists upon the treatment proportioning the
medication to the degree of intensity of the
disease. As to the question of diét, ho recom-
mends regularity of the meals varying in num-
ber accerding to the age and energy of the
child. He insists upon redoubling the vigilance
at the time of evolution of the teeth, and espe-
cially at the epoch of weaning ; the importance
of continuing the use of milk in the alimenta-
tion of children, and of only abandoning it in
persistent diarrSœa after having tried the em-

ployment of the various kinds of milk, (cow's,
goat's, and ass's).' As a preventive of intestine
troubles, M. Blache advises the wearing of a
flannel binder, which bas the double advantage
of protecting the children against chills, and of
supporting the belly and preventing that ten-
dency to swelling which occurs on the least
intestine trouble. Whatever be the nature of
the diarrhoa, its origin, its intensity, or the
timue elapsed since its inception, the treatment
whic, the author proposes, modified according

to the cases, bas constantly been successful in
his hands.

lst. Diminution of the nourishment; appro-

priate injections repeated as required; and the
application of poultices to the belly.

2nd. Administer eaci norning, for three, four.

or five days in succession, a smahl teaspoonful of

a mixture of equal parts of castor oil and syrup
of acacia, simply emulsionized by shakinsg the
bottle at the time of giving the medicine.

In order that this medication may produce 8

curative effect it is necessary to give the mi%'
ture in very small doses, and to repeat its em

ployment for several days in succession. Three
or four days running is generally sufficient to

modify the nature of the stools and to diniiiish
their number. If after two days' treatment the

diarrhea is moderated without disappearinlg iL

shouId be suspended for a day, and thon the

saIne dose.should be resumed, but after ada
interval. It is evident that in. sayi t
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medium dose of the purgative mixture is a
teaspoonful it is understood that the dose mnst
be proportioned according as we may have to
do with a child of six weeks or one of eighteen
montbs. To be more precise as to the castor
oil, let us say that a gramme suffices before
six months and 2 or 3 grammes up to 'two
years. In cases of an abundant and liquid dis-
charge, repeated twelve or fifteen times, or even
more, in the twenty-four hours, M. Blache
doubles, or even triples the dose of the syrup,
and adds to it Sydenham's laudanum (vinum
opii) in small quantity, (1 to 3 drops at most in
the twenty-four hours, according to the age.)
In benign diarrhoas the purgative mixture is
useless, and the use of chamomile injections
for a day or two suffices to entirely arrest
the laxity. When to the diarrhoea are added
Manifest signs of gastrie derangement, -R.
Blache does not hesitate in the beginning to
administer an ipecac. emetic, and when to a
burning fever are joined nervous symptoms,
giving rise to a fear of convulsions, he gives
calomel in fractional doses before the castor oil.
-Journ. de Thérap.

From La Frai ce Médicale.

TREATMENT OFf ERECTILE TUMOuRs.

BY DR. VERNEUIL.

The Gazette des Hôpitaux contains a résumé
of a lecture by M. Verneuil on the treatm ent
of erectile tumours. The Professor passes in
review tho treatments successively recom-
mended to remove this affection. Compression,
multiple ligature, elastie ligature, canterization
with caustics, and interstitial cauterization
by means of needles red-heated either by lire,

or by galvanization or the thermo-cautery.
More recently the method of coagulating in-
jections made by means of a Pravaz syringe
armed with a gold or platinum needle has been
much employed. The needle ought to pene-
trate. deeply so as to deposit the coagulating
luid in the very centre of the tumour. It is
8ometimes necessary to puncture in several,
points of the circumference. It is not, how-
ever,necessary to make the needle penetrate

to the very interior of the vessel; wherefore,
he case of voluminous tumours, after having
eated some drops 'deeply, you sbould with-

draw the needle a few millimetres, inject again
a few drops of the liquid, again withdraw, and
again inject the coagulant. It is known that
the danger of this method is the production of
an embolus, if the liquid penetrate too suddenly
into a vascular ampulla and a clot be carried
into the general circulation. To prevent this
accident, fortunately a rare one, it is desirable
to compress the circumference of the tumour
for'from three to five minutes, the time re-
garded necessary for the clot to become adher-
ent to the vascular wall. M. Verneuil employs
for this purpose the ring of an ordinary key.
The coagulant fluids employed are:-

1. The percbloride of iron at 30°, diluted
with one-half of water, so as to bring it to
about 15°.

2. The iodo-tannic liquid in use at Lyon,
which is less irritant, but forms clots less
rapidly, and these, moreover, are less adherent.

3. In Italy, chloral diluted with one-half of
water is recommended, but if this liquid is a
good coagulant and is not toxie, unfortunately
the clots formed at length dissolv, and Prof.
Verneuil has observed relapses. M.-Yerneuil
has also satisfactorily employed Piazza's liquid,
of which, according to Dr. Th. Auger, the
following is the formula: P. distilled water,
and perchloride of iron, of each 30 grammes,
of chloride of sodium 4 grammes. In one case

in which M. Verneuil, bad to make four pune-
tures in an erectile tumour on the arm of an

infant, he deposited 3 drops only in each pune-
ture, or inrall 12 drops of the fluid.

From La France Médicale.
TREATMENT OF HICCoUGH BY PILOCARPINE.

BY DR. ORTLLE.

Dr. Ortille, of Lille, in a letter published in
the Bulletin de Thérapeutique, declares that in a
case of obstinate hiccough in a man 65 years of

age, who had been suffering for some years from
the consequences of cerebral thrombosis, vertigo,
scintillations, transienthemiplegia,,vomiting,and
lastly, persistent hiccough, he conceived the
idea of injecting 2J centigrammes (¾tis grain)
of chlorhydrate of pilocarpine, and that a quartei
of an hour after the injection, the hiccough had
disappeared not to return agaîn. The patient
was covered withsweat, and-salivation wasset up.
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From Le Progré8 Médic«l.
REFLEX TREMBLINGS IN HEMIPLEGIA.

At the Sociètà de Biologie on lst June, M.
Dejérine made a communication upon the ex-
istence of a reflex trembling in the lower limb
of the sound side in certain hemiplegias. The
reflex trembling of the lower limb cf the

paralysed side, in certain hemiplegias, bas
been known for several years ; we know that ii
cases where this phenomenon occurs, in order
to deterinine its appearance it is sufficient to
strongly flex the foot upon the leg ; a rythmical
trembling is then seen to occur impressing upon
the hand of the observer a series of regular
shocks. This trembing is known eiically
under the name of reflex trembling of hemiple-
gias, and is rather commonly observed (Vide
Charcot " Dis. of Nerv. System," Vol. H. p. 261
and 337). Up to the present this phenomenon

ias never been observed except in the paralysed
limb. A series of researches, undertaken by
the author with this view, shows in the clearest
fashion that this trembling may present itself
with absolutely similar characters in the lower
limb of the sound side, and moreover, that it is
met with in a rather large proportion of cases.
Ont of fifteen hemiplegies observed with this re-
spect, the author ias met with it five times, and
ii these five cases the trembling was so marked
in botli lower limbs, that at the first sight we
night have thought we had to do with a para-
plegia from compression of the medulla, or with
a patchy sclerosis of spinal form. But in all
these cases the linb opposite to the paralysed
side was absolutely intact as far as mobility
and sensibility were concerned. The expilana-
tion of this phenomenon is diffinmit enough, for,
up to the present, autopsies have been wanting. 1
Perhaps the lateral scleroses which are con-
stant on the paralysed side in old hemiplegias,
has in these cases invaded the lateral cord of
the sound side.

TREATMENT OF RHEUMATIC GOUT.
,BY A SUFFERER.

"Try lemon juice, or colchicum,
Unsweeteaed gin, or Bahia rum,
Or with gout pills your stoemach cram,

Or mustard seed.
You might as well just suck your thumb-

You won't succeed."
An Invalid's Pastime.-A. Cameron. 1

A NEW METHOD OF REDUCING LUXATIONS.

In the No. of La France Médicale for 8th
May, M. Bazy thus describes his method of re-
ducing dislocation of the shoulder. The same
method is equally applicable to luxations of
other joints.

"A wet roller is applied from the ends of the
fingers up to the lower part of the affected arm,
where it serves to fasten a loop, formed eithe
by a piece of bandage or a napkin. Through
tbis loop is passed a rubber band, which at its
other end is fastened to a ring fixed in the wall.
The rubber band is thus passed alternately
through the loop and through the ring, so as to
form an elastic cord of 5 or ý duplications, and
about 40 centimetres (16 inches) in length.
This elastie cord is not stretched at the begin-
ning of the operation. This done, the patient
is seated on a chair, the arm being then in abdue-
tion and horizontal. A counter extending band
is passed around the body, and to this band is
fixed one of the hooks of a pulley-tackle, the
other hook of which is fastened to some object.
The cord of the pulley is then slowly tightened,
the chair being pressed back with tho feet so
that the patient always rermains seated." Re-
duction may thus be accomplished with great
ease and with little or no pain in fron 3 to 8
minutes. M. Bazy appends a table of 13 cases
so treated at the HIpital Sint Antoine duriu
the year.

From L'Union Médicale.

Stur ron RHEUMATIsM.-SIREDEY.

Iodide of poLassiun, 75 grains; lodine
grain; Syrup of gentian, 4 ounces.

Dissolve.-One tablespoonful, morning and
evening, in chronie rheumatism of the sinall
joints. A vapour bath every second day; ap.
plication of tincture of iodine over the affected
articulations.-In cases of insuccess, substitute
for the vapour baths, baths of arseniate of soda
as recommended by M. Gueneau de Mussy.

REMEDY Fo't THE OXYURIS VERMICULARIS.

M. M orelli has recognized the efficacy, in
stinate cases, of hydrate of chloral, and has pre,
seribed it as an injection. Hydrate of ch
1 part; Pure glycerine, 4 parts.-Lyon Me
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From Lo Sperimentale.

UNILATERAL LUXATION OF THE 5TH CERVICAL

VERTEBRA BY MUsCULAR ACTION.

BY VOELKER.

(Gazz. <elle Cim.)

A strong workman bearing a weight upon
his back, as was bis custom, heard a crepitation
in his neck and becanie unable to straighten bis
head: he experienced painful cramps which

radiated from the nucha along bis riglit arm.
The head iwas inclined te the left, and its move-
ments were restricted and painful. The muscles
were markedly prominent on the right side of

tbe neck, where they presented a rounder ont-
line than on the left. The line of the spinal
apophyses presented no sensible deviation : the
5th spinous apophysis was painful to pressure;
and at this, level on the right could be felt a
slight projection which was continuous witl the
spine and was deeply situated between the
trapezius and sterno-mastoid; on the left, on the
other hand, tliere was a depression. Voelker
raised the head of the patient, inclined it
strongly to the left, and then impressed upon it

a movement of rotation to the right ; a click
was heard, and restitution was accomplished and
maintained. The diagnosis of laxation of the
5th cervical vertebra, imilateral and produced

by muscular action, was con firmed by the
faciity of reduction.

From La France Médicale.

ON THE INVERSE TYPE OF TEMPERATURE AS

A SYMPT0M OF MILIARY TUBERcULosI.-The

inverse type of the body temperature, that is to
say, a high degree in the morning and a lower
ene at night, is a symptom of great clinical
value in the diagnosis of miliary tuberculosis,
either acute or consecutive to caseous pneumo-
ri. Out of seventy-one subjects dead from
phthisis, Prof. Prunniche hias notec this type
of temperature in the proportion of 63 per cent.

n the subjects who had succumbed to caseous
pneumonia without miliary tubercles the pro-
portion was 25 per cent., whilst in the caseous
Pneumonias with miliary tubercles the .propor-
tion ruse t 85 per cent.-. orggni.

From L'Union Médicale.

TREATMENT oF EPISTAXIS.-(KEETLEY.)

In cases of epistaxis, which are more trouble-
some than dangerous, and which alnst always
appear at an inconvenient moment, the author
recommends lotions of hot water to the face and

nose, and declares that lie has obtained better
effects from them than from cold water. le

thinks that the hot water acts simply by dimin-

ishing the congestion of the mucous membrane,
which is the primary cause of the majority of
epistaxes. It is, of course, understood that this

means is not applicable to those serious cases
which require plugging.

In several cases in which the tampon, as well
as the perchloride of iron have failed, Dr. George

has succeeded in arresting the bleeding by pre-

scribing the internal use of -the extract of ergot
of rye.. Every quarter hour until the epistaxis

ceases lie administers a draught containing 15
minims of the liquid extract of ergot, (about 60
centigrammes, or 9 grains.) Even then, after

the hSmorrhage is arrested, the patient should

continue to take the same dose every quarter

of an hour for a day or two. The author cites

three observations in support of this mode of

treatment.

From Le Progrès Médical.

At the Société de Biologie, on the lst June,
M. Albert Robin pointed out two unknown
characters of the urine of interstitial nephritis.

1st. The presence in this liquid of a notable

quantity of urohoematine. 2nd. The existence,
under th. microscope, of crystalline, or amor-

phous pigmentary masses, and of garnet masses,

probably formed of hiumatoidine.
It is interesting to compare these characters,

observed in interstitial nephritis, with the urine

of active globular denutrition.

From L'Union Médicale.
THE GASTRIc JUICE

At the A cadémie de Medecine, on the 11 th of

March, M. Berthelot communicated a note from

M. Richet, jun., upon the nature of the gastrio
juice which appears to be a chlorhydrate of

leucine. M. Richet has succeeded in isolating

the crystallized, leucine. , There, therefore, re-

mains-no doubt in this respect, an-d the question
may.be considered settled.
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A Monthly ,ournal of British and Foreign Medical
Science, Criticism, and News.

To CORRESPONDENTS.- We shal be glad to re-
ceivefrom ourfriends everywhere, current medical
news o/ general interest. Secretaries of Couinty
or Territorial medical associations will oblige by
sendn- their addresses to the corresponding edito?

TORONTO, AUGUST, 1878.

1 - SUBSCRIBERS in arrears will greatly

oblige by attending to the enclosed bills at
their earliest convenience.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

THE NEW CURRICULUM IN THE FACULTY OF
MEDICINE.

There is much hope for the future of medi-
cal education in Ontario. " The winter of our
discontent is now made glorious summer " by
changes recently effected in the curriculum in
the faculty of medicine of our Provincial
University. Remembering thc flattering en-
comniuma expressed by Dr. Storrar, the chair-
man of Convocation of the University cf

London, on the standing of the University of
Toronto, when the value of colonial degrees
was lately called in question in the mother
country, it is highly gratifying to witness this
evidenoe:of a determination on the part of the
Senate of our University to prove worthy of
that good opinion, and to emulate as far as
possible the brilliant example of our great
prototype. To the medical faculty of the
University of London is chiefly due the un-
rivalled fame of that great source of academical
distinction and foster-mother of sound scholar-
ship. To the medical faculty of the University
of Toronto is committed a no lesser trust.
There is this difference, however, between the
two degrees. That of the University of London
confers a title to enrolment on the Medical
Register of Great Britain; that of the Uni-
versity of Toronto will probably confer a some-
what similar privilege in the old. country, but

in our own land is regarded as one of purely
honorary distinction, and carries 'with it no
right whatever in connexion with professional
practice. Hence arises here the greater need
of making that degree which confers pure
honour, unalloyed with sordid interests of baser
so't, an honour te possess by reason of the

thorougl training and the high attainments it

exacts.
AUniversity degreein wh atever facultyshould

be an evidence of general culture and refine-

ment, as well as an attestation of special pro-

fessional or scientific attainments. While,
therefore, it would be harsh to exclude froin

any examination entitling to practise those

whom the res angustoe domi had prevented

from obtaining more than the rudiments of a

liberal education, it would on the other hand

be derogatory to the dignity and fatal to the
hiehest interests of the Provincial University

to continue to confer degrees in the faculty of

medicine upon men whose literary attainments

were of a character to detract from rather than

reflect credit upon the "testamur" of the

representatives of their alma mater.

We are equally pleased to observe that a

quasi premium has been placed upon the

attainment of honours in the departinent of

natural sciences in the arts-course by absoiving

graduatesin arts holding'such distinctions from

the payment of the matriculation fee in the

faculty of medicine. Any future changes in

the regulations referring to matriculation, we

trust will be in the direction of elevatiug stil

further the standard of that examination.

Coming now to the " Regulations relating to
undergraduates," it is with pleasure that we

exercise the privilege of continuing to speak of

these enactments in terms of highest coeM-

mendation. The course herein adopted of

requiring undergraduates to pass the examia
tions of each year at the appointed time, and

rendering failure to do so a bar to further

progress, until such time as this regulation

shall bave been complied with, is, in :our

opinion, one of the most important and desir

able of the changes which could possibly bav

been made. We are persuaded that it cann

fail to redound. to the highest advantage
those affected by it. The sub lauses provi
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for cases of sickness, and failure in one or two

subjects, with evidence of proficiency in the

rest, will prevent the application of this regu-
lation from being unduly rigid or severe.

Ilere, again, graduation in arts in the
University, with honours in the department of
Natural Sciences, very properly confers a cer-
tain advantago, such graduates being exempt
from the first'professional examination and

ranked in the first-class honour list of that
examination. They are, of course, however,
obliged to take the anatomy of that examina-
tion along with the second professional exam-
ination. Fixing the pass standard at 50 per
cent. of the maximum number of marks in all
subjects, and at 33 per cent. in each indi-
vidual subject, is not being excessively exact-
ing; and we think that auy future changes
will have to be in an upward direction.
However, for the present this will suffice.
The exaction of certificates of practical and
laboratory instruction in anatomy, inorganic
chemistry, natural philosophy, botany, zoology,
histology, physiological chemistry, practical
pharmacy, chemistry in relation to hygiene
and forensie medicine, the dissection of the
human body twice, proficiency in vaccination,
clinical instruction in a' public Lunatic Asylum,
and atteedance ipon twelve autopsies, is an
innovation fraught with the highest utility,
and' calculated beyond all cavil to secure
thoroughness of training and practical pro-
ficiency. It is quite clear that the outorme of
these clauses, and, perhaps to a certain degree,
their design, is to compel attendance at the
new government school of practical science, as
being the only place at which the facilities for
complying with many of these regulations can
be obtained.

The clinical instruction in lunacy will be
especially valuable, this being a department of

edicine now too much neglected by prac-
titioners in general, since, for the most part,
they alone are called upon to diagnose and
treatthe incipient and curable stages of those
rorbid physical processes whose issue is " the

i In the honour course seventy-
ve per cent. has been fixed as the minimum

entitling a candidate to be ranked -in
nrät class, and sixty-six per cent. in the

second class, at any of the professional examina-
tions; and at the final exainination for the.
degree of M.B., only those candidates will
receive first-class honours who bave been
placed in the Honour List in all of the four
professional examinations, and who have suc-
ceeded in obtaining first-class honours in at
least tbree out of the four. In order to be
placed in the second class Honour List at the
lastexamination the candidate must have been
placed in the lonour List in three out of the
four professional examinations, and must have
succeeded in obtaining first-class honours in at
least one of the Professional examinations.
This regulation will, very properly, render
honours at the last examination very difficult
to obtain, and also makes them contingent
upon manifested proficiency throughout the
course.

One of the most laudable changes in the
whole curriculum, and one in complete con-
sonance with the spirit of the age, is the insti-
tution of clinical examinations in medicine and
surgery at the third and fourth professional
examinations. What is still required to make
the amendments well-nigh perfect is a demon-
strative or practical examination in the subjects
of anatony, pathology, histology and materia
medica, such as have been provided for in
chemistry. As far as attendance upon didactic
lectures is concerned, the curriculum manifests
an inclination to subject students to over-
lecturing, unless, indeed, the requirenent of
attendance upon so large a number of lectures
should lead to the very desirable result of
inducing the teachîng bodies to extend the
length of their winter sessions to nine months,
and to relegate certain subjects (botany,
materia medica, hygiene, &c.,) to the summer
session. The requirements for admission to the
degree of M.D. remain the same as heretofore.

Much propriety and wisdomi appearis to us ta
have been manifested in excluding graduates
or undergraduates in medicine in any other
University frim conpeting for the scholarships
or medals. These enactments are prospective,
and the regulations relating to the first pro-
fessional examination corne in force in 1879
those for the secondin -182.;for the third,

1881 ; and for the fourth in 1882.
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The effect of these regulations will doubtless,
at first, be to very materially curtail the
numulber of candidates for graduation in the
Faculty of Medicine. The honour of pos-
sessing a degree in meuicine from the Uni-
versity of Toronto will be augmented in direct

proportion to the stringency of the require-
ments and examinations necessary thereto.
The degree will thus come to be much coveted
by all our students and practitioners of medi-
cine, and will, moreover, be of much practical
advantage to its possessor as an evidence of
more thorough training and higher attainments
than any other in the Province. Even should
this prophecy fail of fulfilment the promoters
of this new curriculum will have the unbounded
satisfaction of feeling that theyhave taken a long
and much-needed stride forward in the cause of
medical education in our midst, and of know-
ing that in these their laudable encleavours
they have the sympathy and good wishes of
all lovers of the University of Toronto and the
friends of higher education throughont the
land. From no source other than this
fountain-head of scholarship and learning in
the land could this commendable step in the
right direction have more appropriately cone,
and we feel that we cannot concLtde this notice
of the change without expressing the great

indebtedness Of 1l to the inembers of the.
Senate, and especially to the learned Vice-
Chancellor of the University of Toronto for,
having grappled with this vitally important
subject, for the good example they have set
and the impetus they have thereby afforded the
cause of medical education in the Proviuce.
"Longum iter est per proecepta, breve et efficax
per exempla."

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANs AND SURGEONS OF
OTMARo.-The Committee appointed by the

Council bave purchased the building known as
the Bay Street Presbyterian Church, but will

not obtain possession of it till next spring.

The price paid was $13,000.

CANADA MEDICAL AssocliTION.-As will
be seeu by advertîsement this Association
meets in, Hamilton on September 1 lth., We
hope to see a large attendance and hear many
interestig paprs. Veroun-sap.

TORONTO MEDICAL SoCIETY.-This Society
was successfully inaugurated on May l6th,
when the constitution and by-laws were
adopted and the following officers elected:-
President, Dr. Joseph" Workman; lst Vice-
President, Dr. W. Canniff; 2nd Vice-President,
Dr. C. W. Coveruton; Treasurer, Dr. L.
McFarlane; Recording Secretary, Dr. J. E.
Graham; Corresponding Secretary, Dr. I H.
Cameron. Cotncil, Drs. Geo, Wright, Fulton,
and Burns. The Society has met regularly
every other Thursday, and many interesting
papers have been »read and discussed. As
opportunity offered, members have presented
pathological specimens. We hope next month
to be able to give a brief account of the work
done up to that tinie. The Society has a
large menbership, and is supplying one of
those " wants longfet."

Antagonism of Alcohol and Diphtheria. By
E. N. CHAPMAN, A.M., M.D., Brooklyn, LS.

Thirteenth Annual Announcement If the

Mfedical College, Evansville, Indiana. Session

1878-79.

Rectal Alimentation. IRV WILLIAM BoDEN
HRAMER, A.M., M.D. . New York: William

Wood & Co., 27 Great Jones Street, 1878.

ZMfedicine-The Present and Future. An
Address delivered to tle Graduates of Evans-
ville Medical College, Feb. 27. 1878. By J

W. COMPTON, M.D., Saint Louis, 1878.

Etude Expèrimentale et Comparèe sur L'Ar-

senic et L'Hluile de Foie de Korue dans le Traite-

ment de la Pithisic. Pulmonaire. Par JOAIýNY

RENDU. Paris: G. Masson, Librarie Editeur

1878.

Aputations and Excisions of the Cer
VUteri; thteir Indications and-.lfethods. By J
BYRNE, M.D., M.R.C.S.E., Surgeonii Chief

St. Mary's Hospital for Diseases of Wo0

.Brooklyn, N.Y. Repriit from o
GynecologicalTransactions, 1878.
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After a careful observation of a -number of
selected cases for three months, some under a
tonic expectant treatment, others treated with
arsenic, and a third series with cod liver oil,
the results arrived at by thh author are that
the patients treated expectantly or by arsenic,
always lost weight, whilst those under cod liver
oil gained weight and strength. A dailv record
of temperature, sweating, diarrhœa, weight,
and strength, as tested by the dynamometer, is
given. The cases selected were those in which
the diagliosis was certain, and the disease pur-
suing a ebronic course.

MEETING OF TE WESTERN AND ST.
CLAIR MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The twelfth regular meeting of the Western
aud St. Clair Medical Association was held at
the Biddle House, Detroit, on Tuesday.

The following members were present:
Dr. Biicke, Superintendent Insane Asylum,

London; Drs. Bray and Holnes, Chatham;
Dr. Rutherford, Chatham ; Dr.. Flemming,
Chatham ; Dr. Fraser, Sarnia; Dr. Lanbert,
Windsor; Dr. Coventry, Windsor; Dr. Cas-
grain, Windsor ; Dr. Tye, Thamesville; Dr.
Edwards, London ; Dr. Van Velsor, Blenheim;
Dr Beemer, Asylùm, London.

There were also present a large number of
professional brethren from Detroit, among whom
were the following :-Profs. McGraw, Gilbert,
Jenks, and Drs. Claland, RIouse, Connor, Lundy,
La Forte, H1awes, Smith, Brodie, Shurley,
Gregory and Barclay, of Detroit; and Dr.
Langlois, of Wyandotte, Michigan.

The meeting *as called to order at one p.m.,
with the President, Dr. Tye, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read
and confirmed.

A 'telegram from Prof. McLaren, of Ann
Arbour regretting his absence, and a letter from
Dr Abbott, of Chatham, saying that lie would
re&d Lis paper at the next meeting in London,
were read by the Secretary.

General business came next in order. Dr.
ray observed that on account of the mcetingv

g held at Detroit, and of tbe large attend-

ance of visiting bretbren to whom purely busi-
ness matters would be uninteresting, it would
be advisable to defer such business, none of
which was pressing, till the meeting at London.
Dr. Coventry contended that business questions
should be considered whether interesting or
otherwise to the Detroit. brethren. He then
objected to the change of place of meeting, and
moved that the meeting should adjourn to
Windsor. Dr. Casgrain seconded the motion.
Drs. Bray and Bucke explained that the subject
Of change of place of meeting had been fully
discussed at the last meeting, and that four
distinct advantages ware nentioned to each
member in the territorial division for holding
meetings in Detroit and London semi-annually.

Dr. Bray moved an amnenduient to the motion
that further discussion upon this subject be
postponed until next meeting.

Dr. Lambert seconded the amendment, which
was carried.

Dr. Coventry remarked that as lie could not
carry is motion he saw no use of remaining,
and walked out of the meeting.

A very excellent paper was then read by Dr.
Hlolmes on " Some of the Therapeutic Uses of
Cold Water." The paper was of such practical
utility to the general practitioner that nearly all
present took part in discussing the arguments
presented in it.

Prof. McGraw then read a very carefully
prepared and eminently scientific paper on
"Diagnosis and treatment of malignantgrowths."
It was listened to vith the uindivided attention
of the hearers, and. served to diffuse new and
important light upon this branch of surgery.
A vote of thanks was tendered the Doctor for
his essay.

Papers were promised for the next meeting
by Drs. Smith, Abbott, Rutherford and Fraser.

The meeting was then adjourned to assemble
at London in January, 1879.

N. Il. BEEMER, Secretary.

The Bathurst and Rideau Medical Society
held their Annual Meeting on June 29th, and
elected the following officers :-President, Dr.
Grant ; lst Vice7President. Dr-Oranston; 2nd
Vice-President, Dr. DesLoges; Treasurer, Dr.
Hill; Secretary, Dr. Lynn.
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LACTOPEPTINE.-In the treatmient of In-
fantile Diairhœa produced by imperfect diges-

CAMPHOR AND ToBACC.-In an article in the tion, we have had most satisfactory results

Practitioner, Dr. EdwardNoakes says that in

cases of overdose of tobacco, as in the sickUess

from smoking, etc., a dose of camphor has
repeatedly proved antidotal in bis hands.

M. Anglada, Prof. of Internal Pathology at
the Faculty of Medicine of Montpellier, died at
the end of April, aged 69. The Faculty of
Nancy also lately lost one of its most distin-
guished masters, Rameau, Prof. of Medical
Physics.

ALKALINITY OF THE BLOOD.-M. Lepine bas
been engaged upon researches on the variations
of the alkalinity of the blood in disease. In
order to determine them he mixes 1 c.c. of blood
with a sufficient qrantity of oxalic acid to ren-
der the mixture acid. He bas observed that in
chronic articular rheumatism the alkalinity of
the blood i always le:s than in the normal
state.-Lyon M.Jed. Soc. de Biol., Paris.

One of the most eninent and universally
beloved members of the profession in Hungary
has just passed away in the person of Dr.
Kovacs-Schbestéy Endre cf Budapest. He was
the intimate friend and professional adviser of
tbe great Hungarian patriot Déak, and during
life enjoyed many marks of bis sovereigu's per-
sonal favour.

FATAL PISTOL-SHOT WITHOUT PERFORATION

OF THE SKIN.-Dr. flofmann (Lehrbuch der
Gericitliclt, iJfedicin, 2 Band, Wien, 1878) re-
lates the following remarkable case. A man,

'aged 40, fired a pistol-shot at himself in the
region of the left breast. A skin-burn re-
sulted of the size of the palm of the hand, but
no rupture of continuity of the external skin.
Beneath this, there was an effusion of blood;
the costal cartilage was broken. In the per-
icardium lay a pound and a half of blood; and
at the apex of the beart, on each side of the
longitudinal sulcus, was a rent of the musculer
fibres, extending into the cavities of the ven-
tries--riish MIedical Journal.

from the use of Lactopeptine, also in cases of
Impaired Digestion in old persons. This is.
one of the most valuable pharmaceutical pre-
parations that has been placed in the hauds of
the profession. We take pleasure in attesting
to its value from a considerable experience in
the use of it.-Cincinnati Lancet and Observer,
Jan. 1878.

AUGUsTE ALPIIONSE A-MUSSAT, born in Paris,
on the 25th September, 1820, died in the same
city, on the 31st May, 1878. His thesis for
the doctorate was on the subject of the "Eni-

ployment of Water in Surgery." Besides this
his literary labours consisted chiefly in editing
his father's papers, and a nunber of memoirs
of Lis own "n the use of the galvano-cautery
in various affections. With him dies out a
name borne with distinction by tbree genera-
tions of physicians.

NERVOUS PHENOMENA OF UREMMIA. - M.
Picard sent to the Société de Biol. a note upon
the cause of the nervous phenomena of ureumia.

He has succeeded in producing eclamptie at-
ac vin e dog, by injecing rapidly a concen

trated solution of urea. in these cases urinary
excretion ceases ; but if the injection be made
slowly, or if the dose be not strong enough,

there occurs, instead of the uroemia, an abun-

dant diuresis, and, the urea being eliminated

along with the urine, there is no eclainpsia.-
Lyon Afédicai.

CAUSE oF CoNTRACTIoN OF PUPIL FRo

MoRPHIA,-M. Picard sent to the Soc. de ]3iOl.

de Paris a note. upon the mechanisn of pupil-

lary contraction under the influence of morphia.
It appears to be due not to an excitation of the

motorius oculi communis, but to a paresis cf
the great sympathetic. For if a small.vein from

the submaxillary gland be laid bare and opened

the flow of blood will be seen to increase after

the injection of morphia; a result not miodified

by section of the chorda tympani. Morphine

therefore produces a weakening of the

oi ithe s,ýy£«matet.-ynX ic.
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TREATMENT OF WHoOPING COUGIL-MM.

Louvet-Lamare and Constantin Paul have great

confidence in drosera rotundifolia. During

the first period, for the bronchitis thiey reconm-

mend bryonia ; during the second, as a sedative

to the cough, the drosera, (1 to 5 grammes-
Jfxv-lxxv-of the tincture). M. Louvet-Lamare

recommends, besides the muriate of ammonia in
the daily close of half a gramme (7- grains) for
a child seven years of age, when there arises, as
frequently occurs, that inflammation limited to
the Io wer part of the pharynx, the larynx, or
upper part of the trachea, causing the ther-
mometer to rise to 38°5 or 390 (101°-102° Fahr.)

and characterized by a harrowing cough,without
any new sign occurring in the chest.-Lyon
Médical.

IRANsvERsE LINES ON THE SURFACE OF TUE

NAILS AFTER DISTURBANCEs OF GENERAL

UIEALTIL-Mr. J. Hutchinson says, in the
Medical Times and Gazette-It bas been
observed that during febrile ailments and
various other more or less acute derangements
of health, the nutrition of the nail suffers. A
record of eaci relapse or excerbation, permanent
during the life of the nail, is left on its surface
in the forn of a transverse fArrow. As thie
9 of an oyster may be reckoned by counting
the ridges ou its convex shell, so in these cases
may the number oi relapses and the relative
duration of the intervals be estimated. ' Dr.
Wilks, in his original short article on this
subject (Lancet, January 2nd, 1869, page 5),
infers, froni the known rate of growth of the
nail being equal to two full lengths a year, that
furrows on the middle of the nail indicate an
iîness three months before.

CITRATE AND BPROMUYDRATE OF CAFFEINE.-
At a recent meeting of the Société de Thérapeu-
tiquein Paris, M. Gubler pointed out the diuretic

Properties of citrate and brombydrate of caifeine,
n doses of fifty centigrammes (seven grains and a
alf),i the form of hypodermic injection. The

dîuretic effect is almost immediately produced,
wiLh- digitlis it is delayed for two or

ý Peedays. Caffeine may be given as a draught

for the same purpose, in doses of thirty centi-

grammes (four grains and a half). Caffeine
increases the vascular tension less than digitalis
de.- The -maximum action of digitalis is
reached on the fourth or fifth day; and, if the
administration of digitalis be prolonged, an
accumulation of action is produced-that is to
say, an opposite result to that desired. M.
Gubler generally prescribes the alcoholic tine-

ture, in doses of twenty drops. If the kidneys
do not yield to the action of this remedy, M.
Gubler pronounces them to be incapacitated
for use. -- British Mfedical Journal.

From Le Progrès Médical.

EFFECTS OF PURGATIVES ON INTESTINAL

SECRETION AND EXCR ETION.-At the Société
Biologie, on the 8th day of June, M.
Leven narrated the result of his investigations

into the functions of the intestines. Experi-
Ments formerly made are defective in this

respect, that the opening of the abdomen and
the manipulation of . the viscera modified the

physiological conditions. M. Leven studied the

secretio'ns and excretions after the administra-

tion of purgative substances. Salts, notably
the sulphate of magnesia, do not give rise to
secretion, but to the excretion of a neutral
liquid, rich in chloride of sodium, and free from
albumen. With castor oil, on the contrary, the
liquid is albuminous. Charcoal, improperly

regarded as a mechanical purgative, gives rise

neither to osecretion nor excretion. Lastly,
after the administration of drastics, the intes-
tinal liquid, rich in chloride of sodium and in
albumen, contains besides an enormous quantity
of leucocytes, which afford. evidence of active
inflammation.

" The sulphate of magnesia produces excre-

tion, but not secretion ; no albumen is found
in the excreted products. The purgatives, im-
properly called mechanical, such as castor oil,

produce a, liquid charged with albumen in rather
large quantity, and with chloride of sodium.
Drastics produce an aqueous liquid charged with

chloride of sodium, and with albumen in double
or treble the quantity of that from castor oil,
and containing- besices an enormous quantity of
leucocytes. "-Gaz. des HIp.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM IN MEDICINE.

M , i. or gr. i. equals .........................................................
f3i. or i. .................................................. ......
i . or .................................................

The decimal Une instead of points makes errors impossible.
C.C. used for gms. causes an error of 5 per cent. (excess.)
A teaspoon is 5 gms. ; a tablespoon, 20 gms.

E Q U I V A L E N T S.

TROY WEIGBT.

Grain 1-60
1-30

, 1-20
' 1-16
le 1-12
Il 1-10
Il 1-8
te 1-6
fi 1.4
f, 1-3
il 1-2

-e 1
il 2

3
4

le 5
et 6
if 8
Il 10

GRAMS.

.001

.002

.003

.004

.005

.006

.008

.011

.016

.022

.032

.065

.19

.26

.32
.39
.52
.65

TROY WEIGHT. GRAMs.

Grains 12 .78
-15 .97

i 16 1.04
18 1.17
20 1.29
24 1.55
30 1.94
9C 002

2.59
3.24
3.89
5.18
5.83
6.22
6.48
7.75
9.72

10.37
11.66

TRoY. WEIGHT. 1 GRAMs.

Grains
fi

Drachms

fi
Il

Ounces

et
fi
If'
il
if
il
Il

200
240

6
8

10
12
14
16
20
24
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
16

12.96
15.55
23.3
31.1
38.9
46.6
54.4
62.2
77.7
93.

124.
155.
186
217.
248,
279.
311.
372. ;
496.

Pamphlets and circulars discussing and explaining the metric system can be had free, or wil
be mailed on receipt of postage.-117om Afetric Bureau, Boston.

Two REMARiiL AÇuIDENTs.-In the trans- and coming ont at the back. The victio w&

actions of the Medical Society of New Jersey, swung three times into the air by the i.esring
of the horsýes, then pushed himself off.an

for 1877, Dr. Ryerson reports the case of a child
walked home witli some assistance. No congh

which lived four weeks with over an inch of No. or hemoptysis followed and apparently littIr

1 sewing needle in the heart. Search for the shock. Effusion into the pleura occurred
needle before death was unsuccessful. At the i with discharge of pus, front and back. Thi1

g radually lessened, and finally both woautopsy it was found to have passed partially a1
Ciosed, the one in the breast last. The boy has,

through the cartilage of the fourth rib, into the recovered robust health.-Clinio.
ll f. , th i ht i .lI ld

wYa J eu r ;UYWlLU . U 1

through the perforated cartilage, and loose in an

abscess holding an ounce or more of pus, in the

muscular substance, lay the needle. It was

supposed that until loosened by suppuration the

broken end of the needle remained fixed in the

rib, thus pinning the heart to the chest wall.

A still more remarkable accident, . with
recovery, is reported in the Transactions of the

Medical Society of Pennsylvania, for the same

year. In this case a boy of fourteen was impaled

on the end of a carriage shaft, the point of the

shaft entering one inch below the left nipple

aniggg gg

BIRTES.

At Toronto, on Sunday, July 9th, the wi e
W. W. Geikie, of a son.

MARRIAGES.

At Invermara, Orillia, on July 2nd, K. N Fe
M.D., uingston, to Tina Laura, youngest da
Robert Stiring, Esq.

On June 19tlh, at Cornwall, Sandford 1JOV1x

Lloyd, 'to Mary Beatrice, second daughtero,
Dickinson, M.D.

On the 3rd inst., at the residence of
mother, Riverside House, Harwich, by the11
Wakefield, George A. Tye, M.D. of
Louisa McIntyre.
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